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Introduction

The HP 38G is an advanced, algebraic-entry graphing calculator that:

o Offers easy retrieval of previous answers and entries;

e Displays algebraic expressions in “textbook” format;

e Generates tables (including a ZOOM feature);

» Displays two graphs or a graph & table on a vertical split-screen;

e Works with functions, parametric and polar equations;

» Works with sequences (including recursion);

e Solves equations;

e Computes and organizes statistical data;

» Offers symbolic algebra and tools for calculus;

e Operates with vectors, matrices, lists, and complex numbers;

* Draws and annotates diagrams;

e Saves and shares equations and machine settings;

o Offers full programmability.

This guide is intended to give you a quick beginning overview of the basic

features of the HP 38G and also to serve as a quick reference guide. We

suggest you use it to get startedusing your HP 38G, and you may find it

handy for reference in the future. (Of course, much more detailed informa-

tion can be found in your owner’s manual.)

Unlike a reference manual, the contents of this short guide are ordered in

a sequence that we believe you’ll find most useful for getting acquainted

with the HP 38G. In other words,if you start to work through the guide from

the beginning, you will encounter the most basic (and most used) features

of the calculator first. Indeed, the first half of the guide should get you

comfortable quickly with performing computations, entering formulas, graph-

ing functions, and working with variables. The rest of the guide will then

introduce you to how you use your HP 38G with a variety of additional math-

ematics topics: parametric and polar equations, sequences, equation solv-

ing, complex numbers, lists, vectors, matrices, and statistics.
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Conventions

In this guide, keys that appear on the HP 38G keyboard are shown in boxes,

like this: or or (SIN). The directional arrow keys are denoted by

0. 3. O. and &; and the shift key appears as §§.

The six blank keys just below the HP 38G display are menu selection keys,

whose meanings vary, depending upon the six menu items appearing just

above them in the display, items such as gl

 

5" A pointing hand gives extra attention to warnings, sug-

gestions, helpfulhints, shortcuts, orotherimportantnotes.

Enjoy the tour!

Introduction



1. Basic Information

The cover of the HP 38G stays attatched to the calculator at all times. It

swivels onto the backforuse. Whenyou’re done, swivel the cover back over

the keyboard for protection.

The Key

The key (lower left corner) not only powers up your HP 38G but also

serves as a general purpose key (as noted beneath).

If you leave your calculator on for a few minutes without pressing any keys,

then it will automatically shut off to save battery power. When you press

again, the screen should be just as you left it. The memory of the calculator

is continuously maintained, even when the calculator is off.

Contrast Control

To lighten or darken the screen to your preference, just hold down while

pressing (=) or (+), respectively.

Batteries

The HP 38G uses three AAA batteries, located in the lower compartment in

the back of the calculator. A set of batteries should last several months.

Even when you remove the batteries, the calculator’'s memory is main-

tained for a few minutes, to let you change batteries without losing stored

information.
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Ports

On the upper part othe HP 38G’s back side are its “doors to the outside

world.” The 10-prong serial port connects to a Macintosh, a PC-compatible

computer, or an overhead device. In addition, two infrared “eyes” offer wire-

less communication with other calculators or printers (the infrared beams

go right through the cover). Notice the small arrow on the top front edge,

to help you line up the beam of your HP 38G with the other device.

Shift Keys

Right below are two shift keys. These keys act as “toggles”—if you

accidentally press one, just press it again to turn it off.

You press the colored shift key (denoted here as {§§) to activate any oper-

ation or menu indicated by a colored label directly above a key. Notice that

when thei key has been pressed, a shift symbol, &, is displayed at the top

of the screen.

The "alpha" shift key
activates the letters.  

  
The shift key activates
the labels above the keys.

 

The key accesses the letters of the alphabet appearing to the lower

right of most keys on the bottom six rows. When this shift key has been

pressed, an A appears at the top of the screen (“alpha” for alphabet).

" Helpful Hint: When typing several letters in a row, simply

hold down as you type.

Lower case letters are obtained by pressing or(A.Zfj. Greek letters

and other special symbols may be found in the menu.
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2. The HOME Screen

The HOME screen is the primary work area for the HP 38G. Think of it as

your “home” base of operations. To go to the HOME screen, press (HOME).

A Tour of the HOME Screen

angle mode "more above"

status messages up here
    
  Entries 5+ 1

show u
P Answers

show up
on the
right

 

Menu keys

OOO0OO0O0O
Messages about the calculator’s status and modes are displayed at the top

of your screen. For example, if you see [Eia at the top of the screen, the

calculator will use degrees in any computations involving angle measure.

Whenevera little X appears at the top of the screen (above the title bar), the

HP 38G is “busy” with a calculation. Pressing while this annunciatoris

on will stop the computation. Anotherannunciator, ), will tell you when your

batteries are getting low—you should change them within a few days. (The

HP 38G will also give a Low Battery message when you turn it on.)

Whenever you find yourself in an unfamiliar situation or are unsure how to

“quit” or “exit,” try pressing (HOME) to bring you back to the HOME screen,the

main calculation area for the HP 38G.
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Entering

Whenyou type, the characters appear on the Editline until you press (ENTER):

Example Keystrokes Display

To enter 2; c

To enter 2.5x10%: (2]-[5JEEX]3)8 )(ENTER ]
.oE2E™

Deleting and Clearing

When you type, you’ll see a flashing cursor arrow. If you make a mistake,

then pressing will erase the last character you typed. If you use the

directional arrows, @ and ], to position the cursor on top of a character,

then pressing will erase that character.

To delete the entire Editline, press ((oN)).

To clear all previous entries and answers off the HOME screen, use(CLEAR

(@(DEL).

=" The flashing cursor arrow is always in “insert” mode on
the HOME screen. In other words, it always points to

where the next character you type will be inserted.
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Retrieving and Editing

The key (@ENTER)) echoes a special variable, Hni=, to the Editline.
The value of this variable is the last answer you obtained for an operation

on the HOME screen. This allows you to immediately use a result in a new

computation without having to type it in from scratch.

In fact, until you press (CLEAR), a history of allyour previous entries and ans-

wers is maintained on the HOME screen. At any time you can copy a prev-

ious entry or answer down to the Editline. Simply use the §§ key until you

have highlighted the entry or answer you want, then press the B!zl key

to copy the highlighted entry or answer into the Editline. Then, to make

changes, use the€ and@ keys to move the cursor where you want it. Any

characters you type will be inserted where the cursoris pointing. Pressing

(DEL) will delete the character underneath the flashing cursor. Afteryou make

the desired changes, press [ENTER).

  

Example: Press (CLEAR] (§DEL)), then: Display

ENTER)(4]/]8)([ENTER ENTER 4.5
C
e

a+1
k&

To negate the last answer: ANSWER -Hri=
""El

Your first two entries are out of view but still on the HOME screen. The 4

in the screen’s upper right shows that there are more entries and answers

above the visible part of the screen. So press f§to activate the highlightbar.

Nowyou can move up and down the screenviaf§and§3. (the * and ¥ show

you how you can move, and ! tells you when you hit top or bottom).

 

To add your first two entries, highlight 2+, ,and press(+). Now high-
light 4=, Es1[zdl, and press [ENTER): JEF+td

 

E.2
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Showing an Expression

When you use @8 and §4 to highlight a previous entry or answer, you'll see

another menu key labeled g3,{11%8.

  

2L138 typesets the entry or answer in “textbook” format. You can use it to

check to see if you have really entered an expression with the meaning that

you intended—particularly helpful for checking the format of a complicated

expression by visually matching it to the notation in a book or your notes.

 

: : 1Example: Evaluate the expression -5
V32442

L[E+4"2)-5       (2]+]4)x*]2])[=J5JENTER

 

Storing Numbers in Variables

The letters A-Z and H are reserved as variable namesfor real numbers. To

store a number (or other object) under a variable name, type in the number

or expression on the Editline of the HOME screen, press B, type the

name of the variable, and press (ENTER).

  

Examples Keystrokes Display

Store 3 in the variable l: ) ZTOk 2l )

Recall the value in l: ENTER 1 il

Use Il in an expression: L4 ’

Jo
om
mn
de
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3. MODES

Press the key (J(HOME)) to see the settings that control the HOME

screen display. You move about the screen with the arrow keys. When any

item is highlighted, pressing the menu selection will show you the
choices available to “ill in” that blank.

Angle Measure

There are three angle measure modes: [ecress  (360° percircle)

Fadians (2rradianspercircle)
Lrads (400 grads percircle)

To make a selection, press the key with the current angle measure
highlighted. A box appears with the three choices. Use f§ and §8 to high-
light the one you want, and press glor(ENTER) to selectit. (If youchange

your mind, press to maintain the original setting.)
  

Number Format

The standard numeric display mode of the HP 38G is for 12 significant digits

(15 digits are carried internally during computation). Your HP 38G is in

standard display mode if the number format reads 5t andat-d. There are
five number formats to &,{113 from:

St andard Up to 12 digits shown with a floating decimal point.
Fised Fixed number of decimal places chosen, from 0-11.
Scientific Exponential notation (one digit left of the decimal point;

no. of places afterfirst significant digit chosen, 0-11).

Ernoinmesring  Exponential notation (exponentis a multiple of 3; number

of places after first significant digit is chosen, 0-11).

Fract ion Numbers displayed as fractions in “P/Q” format; max.
no. of digits in numerator or denominator chosen, 0-11.
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Examples

In 5t andard number format, go (HOME) and enter (1)2)3)2)5)~6[7)8]3)

 

 

 

 

 

 

1&2450. 6734
12345, 6789

Go to (MODES), F ix2d number format and £ decimal places.
(HOME)|ANSWER|ENTER) Hri=

17345, 63
Go to (MODES), Scient ific number format (still £ decimal places).
(HOME|ANSWER]|ENTER) Hr=

1.:22E4

Go to (MoDES), [IMEENSinesring number format(still & decimalplaces).
(HOME)ANSWER|ENTER) Hri=

17, 3ES

Go to (MODES), Frract ion number format (with £ digits maximum).
ENTER T

Go to (MODES), Frract ion number format (with 3digits maximum).
ENTER T

J33-106

I You will likely find that St.andard format serves most
general purposes best.

Decimal Mark and Title

You can also change the decimal mark to the European comma (s ). Youcan

even change the title displayed at the top of HOME screen if you want. But

you probably won’t want to change either of these.

Resetting the MODES

In MODES, pressing (@DEL)) resets all the modes to default settings.

3. MODES 13



4. Computational Examples

The HP 38G uses algebraic-entry notation—not RPN (Reverse Polish

Notation). Some examples follow. All answers are in 5t andard format.

Arithmetic Operations

Addition: LT
1H5

Subtraction: (8]6)(=)(3)2)([ENTER) e
k)

Negation: -

Multiplication: B45
2IH

Division: b02l

Exponentiation: HM
13091237

Square roots: TEH
4. 4721235955

Squares: £
(Note how produces a superscript) B

Reciprocals: Ho-1
(that's .0117647058824) 1. 17647AoEEE-2
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Powers of 10:

Absolute value: (ABS]—]5]) )(ENTER

Complex numbers: (ix](J—]4]))([ENTER

nth roots: (5]~x](J—=[3]2]) )(ENTER

fro
men

ede

o
] *
]

n

Hlll—lI

Ji—4)
CH, )

5 ru|Fot (=2

CAPs on 3%

Notice that function keys often supply the left parenthesis for you. In fact

just (E :

it is not necessary for you even to supply the right parenthesis to finish an

entry (unless you need to clarify the intended meaning)—just

Transcendental Functions

With the angle measure in (MODES) set to [learees:

Trig functions: COSCEH
=
_—

Inverse trig functions: HCOSCH
|:'_|E1

With the angle measure in set to Fadians

Trig functions: SINCw-E
1

HTHMI 1
Ill:||_||:]_h=-.'-I—l

Inverse trig functions: (ATAN] 1)(ENTER

4. Computational Examples 15



T

*
— e
tNatural exponentials: ENTER

CHCDI

Common (base 10) logarithms: LOGCE

Natural (base e) logarithms: LM

Special Numbers

The real number r: ENTER ]

4. 141 59PE5354

The real numbere: ENTER =

e 1ECE1EEEYE

The complex number, i: (1]ENTER 1

(B, 1)

Pop Quiz

A famous result: What is ¢®+17?

Which is greater, e™ or m*?

What is In(-1)?
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Implied Multiplication

In mostcases on the HP 38G, juxtaposition of two number quantities implies

multiplication. Here are some examples to illustrate:

 

 

 

(142073
=

=~ Note how the muiltiplication symbol is entered for you. -

2kH i

o ’

&

(A-Z(AA.Z)B) ENTER) H=b | :

T 41G5

With the angle measure in set to [legrees:

(A..Z[A[COs)0)) JENTER) gives HeCO50H )

Note the space that appeared on the Editline when you pressed im-

mediately after typingH. This space appeared because there was a chance

of ambiguity in the function name. The explicit multiplication symbol, *,

makes clear the meaning of the expression. If you had deleted the space

between H and CIISCH) before pressing (ENTER), you would have instead
obtained

ACOSIA

1 e
t

which is the inverse cosine of 0.
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The primary tools for working with functions, equations, and data are acti-

vated in the (LIBrary) menu. Press(LiB)to see a menulike the following:

5. LIB and ApLets

  
RAPLET LIERARY BREER0Rat

Parametric
FPolar
Sequence
Solue v

ZHVE [REZET] ZORT[ZEMDKECY[ZTART)

  

    

      

What is an ApLet?

Built into the HP 38G are six main “super” settings, called ApLets:

Funct ion for working with functions of the form y =f(x).
Farametr-ic  for working with parametric equations x(¢), y(?).
Fialar for working with polar functions r(6).

SEequUEnCE for working with sequences {u} (n=1, 2, ...).
Solue for working with equations of one or more variables.
Statistics  for working with numerical data.

For working in each of these ApLets, the HP 38G has:

graphical tools (in(PLOT))

symbolic tools (in (SYMB))

numerical tools (in (NUM))

18

equations, and data;

equations to data;
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to plot and analyze graphs of functions,

to enter and view formulas and fit

to make tables of function values or

data, or to analyze equations.



Starting an ApLet eeR

To activate an ApLet~—say, Funict ion—you highlight it in the LIB screen
and press gl from the LIB menu. This takes you automatically to the

FURHCTION S%MEOLIC WIEM (i.e. just as if you had pressed (5YwmB),
where you can enter or edit your function formulas.* You can then move to

FURCTION FLOT WIEM (via@ooT), or to FLIMCT IOH HUUMERIC
" IEM (via(NUM)) to see a graph or table of values for the selected functions.

angle mode
window  €quation fits table

settings "\ | /settings
— SETUP—

fOI’ I for
for

graphs equations tables

I~  One ofthe ApLets is always “active™—i.e. showing these

three views (PLOT, SYMBOLIC, NUMERIC). The default

ApLet is Funizt ion.

If you are familiar with the T1-82 calculator, here is a rough correspondence:

  

HP 38G  TI-82 HP 38G TI-82

PLOT (SETUP)
(SETUP)
(SETUP)

Note that on the HP 38G,you set all modes related to graphing under the

PLOT SETUP (@§(PLOT)), while on the TI-82, these modes are found with the

other modes.

*Pressing always takes you to the SY'MBOL IC % IEH (i.e.(SYmMB) for any of the ApLets you high-
light in the LiBrary, except 5t at ist i3, for which EREiTtakes you to the STAT ISTICS HUMERIC
VIEM (i.e. NUM)), so that you can enter or edit your statistical data.

5. LIB and ApLets 19



Saving an ApLet

The Bild3l selection on the LIB menu lets you save a set of functions,

equations, or data, along with particular settings for graphs and tables. You

can even save textual notes (via (NOTE)) or sketch a diagram orpicture (via

(SKETCH)) to go with your saved version of the ApLet. When you press SAVE

you are prompted for a name. After you type in the name of your choice you

press gl o8&or(ENTER) (or L8],[18 or (ONJto cancel). Note that the i #$={ key
on the menu is an “alpha lock” that can be toggled on or off.
  

For example,if you type in [1IME as the name of your ApLet and press
a2you will seelIME listedinthe HFLET L IEEAEY, along with the

usual six built-in ApLets:

 

APLET LIERARY
MIHE
Funct ion
Parametric
Polar
Sequence v

BT(TATSBT

 

At any time in the future, you can recover all these formulas, data, and

settings: Just press (LB), highlight ['1IME, and press Elililil. If you change
some of these formulas or settings, you have the options either to {135§

MINEto its original version or toikl3 it again with the changes you have

made.
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Deleting and Clearing ApLets

To delete a saved ApLet, highlightits name inthe HFLET L IERAEY and
press [DEL). (Of course, the HP 38G will not allow you to delete one of the
six built-in ApLets.) If you want to delete allthe saved ApLets, press (CLEAR).

Sorting, Sending, and Receiving ApLets

E18 offers a choice of two orderings of the HFLET L IBEFRAE"Y menu:

 

Chi-onological displays all ApLets in order of most recent use.
Hlrhabet izal displays all ApLets in alphabetical order.

 

lets you send a highlighted ApLet to another HP 38G or to a disk

drive.

 

lets you receive a highlighted ApLet from another HP 38G or from

a disk drive.

5. LIB and ApLets 21



6. Functions

Press (UB), highlight Fumct ion, and press Eifilal. This automatically
“presses” (SYMB), and you'll see FLIMCT IOS¥MBOLIC W IEW, witha
list of your functions: Fliisa=

2::'
Farsi=
Fdiea=
Falsi=

There are 10 dedicated function variablesF1,F&, ...,F5 FH. Youcan use
g8 and §3 to scroll through the entire list.

The Independent Variable Key,

When the Funiction ApLetis activated, provides the variable i when-
ever you press it. For example, to enter the sine function, highlightFl L=
and type (SIN]X.T.8) (ENTER). Result: JF10AI=5IM0 A
 

 

Note how the closing parenthesis is provided for you. The 4 indicates that

F1(#is now selected for graphing or making a table. Whenever you enter
a function, it is automatically selected, and the next function is highlighted.

 

With F¥L= highlighted, type (COS|X.T.6) (ENTER).
 

     With F=0i.0= highlighted, type (A-.-..-.-l (ENTER).

( c
You should now see

(FLCHI=SINGH)
-I I._l::_I:I:ll-L1'

SFACAISFIA-FECH)
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The SYMB Menu

 

Press (SymB)to see these menuitems: [i5LiiesEae)|4 B

 

LAU

 

  =-11888 sends the highlighted function to the Editline where you can edit it.

Use [l or (ENTER) to complete the edit; use [il:198 or (ON] to cancelit.

  

d is a “toggle” that selects or unselects the highlighted function. Any

number of functions can be selected at any time.

3 is simply another ikey for typing convenience.

2l displays the highlighted function in “textbook” format.

 

14188 will evaluate any other functions or variables (except the indepen-

dent variable) in the highlighted function.

Example

Use [FEIEHEto unselectF£s andF3CE). Then highlight FACs=F100
FZiH) and press EG15. JFICRI=RINGA]

el1=C050E)

FRCs)=5IMR-L0500
SN

Now press EfIIRE to see Fli) |=-|=|,-—;.— Press B[when finished.

   

Deleting and Clearing Functions

erases the highlighted function; erases all the functions.

U¥°  Ifyou use(CLEAR), the HP38G will askifyou really want to
—lear H11 and offer Bland BIEE keys.   
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Plotting Graphs and Making Tables for Functions

Press @syme)to getthe FLIMCT IOH S5'MECOL IC SETUFscreen. This
is where you can set the angle measure mode for your functions.

WARNING! This angle measure modeis distinct from the one

used by your HOME screen for computations.

If it is not already indicated, [#]!lik4 radian mode for the purposes of these

graphing examples. Press to return to the list of function formulas.

brings you to the FLIMCT IOM FLOT SETUF screen. To reset
all the plot settings (the center of the screen is at the origin, coordinate axes

are shown, each axis tick represents one unit, and each pixel is valued at

0.1 unit), press (CLEAR). Then press(PLOT)to see the graph ofF 1 L1=5TN
in the default viewing window (which is [-6.5,6.5]x [-3.1,3.2]):

 

"0 F1l(8): 0 MEML   
brings you to the FLIMCT IOM HUMEREIC SETLF screen. To

reset all the numeric table settings (the starting value is H and incremented

in steps of 0.1), press (CLEAR). Then press to display a table of values
fori& and F1iA1=5IHCRD: # F1

K K
.1 B9
e 1956692
s SHAEEEHE
. L 3E94193
.0 AMESS
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Guide to FUNCTION SETUP Screens

If you press you will see the FLIMCT IOH SYMEOLIC SETLF
screen, where you set the angle measure mode for working with functions.

 

SFUNCTION SYMEDOLIC SETUP S35
AMGLE MERSURE: CERIER

 

CHOOSE AMGLE MEASURE
I(TANA 

 

   

FEBE FUNCTION NUMERIC SETUP 383888

NursTART: [EI
MUMZTEP: _ 1

NUMTYPE: Hutomatic
NUMZOOM: 4

ENTER STRARTING YALUE FOR TRBLE
[EnT| [PeoTe]|  

And @n~uMdisplays the FLIHCT IOH HUMERIC SETUF, where you set
these parameters for building a table of values with a function.

MUMSTHET: the starting value for

MLIMSTEF: the incrementfor &

NUMTYPE: Autiomat ic lets the HP 38G generate values fori
Build “Your Dunlets you fill in the values fori

MUMECOOM:  The zoom factor for yourtable
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@(PLoT) brings you to FLIMCTIOH FLOT ZETLF, where you can set
the dimensions of the viewing windowfor graphing and set the modes that

control how graphs are displayed. There are two pages of settings here; you

move between the two screens with [EEEeg&116,g8 and B_RlsiLo.         

  

    

   

FUNCTION PLOT SETUP 38 FUNCTION PLOT SETUP
HRNG: e 6.2 BsIMuLT _INY. CROSS
YENG: -3, 1 3.2 o COMMECT _LABELS
RTICK: | YTICK: ] ¥ ARES _GRID
REs: Detail

ENTER MINIMUM HORIZOMTAL YALUE PLOT FUNCTIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY?
EnT|[PesEw|| ITSTR

 

Onthefirstpage of the FUNCTION PLOT SETUP are your window settings:

el ~l1IM and #l1H= (left and right edges of the viewing window)
''F'I"II: TIMIM and IH: (lower and upper edges of the viewing window)
#11LE:  the spacing of the marks on the x-axis
YTICK:  the spacing of the marks on the y-axis
FES: plot resolution (Fastet for every other pixels;

Oetail for every pixel)

I5°  We strongly suggestthat you usellet.ail resolution for
most ofyourgraphing work. The gain in accuracy far out-

weighs any speed benefit gained by using Fast.er.

To change a highlighted setting, you can either type in the value you want

or press E3ulE and edit the current setting. When a choice of options is

available, a key comes up, and pressing it gives you a menu box of
available choices. Use the directional arrows f§ and §4 to select the desired

option. In all cases, you press [l58 or to confirm the change and

;1,198 or if you change your mind.

   

Note thatif you press the setting is automatically changed to a default

value. The default values for all settings (except FES) are shown in the
screens illustrated above.
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The second page of the FLIMCT IH FLIOT SETUF has “check blanks”
for your graphing modes:

SIMILT check for simultaneous graphing or don’t for sequential

CONMELCT check for connected graphing or don’t for “dot” mode

H=ES check to show the x-axis and y-axis

INV. LCEOSS  check for inverted “crosshairs”(show white on dark)

LHEEL= check to have axes labeled with their ranges

LRI check to have lattice points plotted (points that line up with
the tick marks on both axes)

As usual, the 818 key allows you to toggle on or off any of these plot mode

settings. (Again, the default settings are shown in the illustration opposite.)
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7. Working with Graphs

These examples will illustrate some of the tools available in(PLOT). All the

examples are for the Funizt ion ApLet, but manyof the features are similar
for Farametric, Polar, Sequence, Solue, andStatistics.

In(LB), highlightFunict ion, press EifilAl. EnterandselectF 1 (i =5IMCx] .

The(PLOT) Menu

To set up the default viewing window, press (CLEAR). Highlight FE=:
and Detail. Then press(PLOT) to see the graph of F1 (x1=5THH).
The directional arrows € and @ now move a small crosshairs to trace the

graph of the function. The coordinates of the crosshairs appear at the

bottom of the screen. If you trace all the way to the side of the screen, the

graph will scroll so that you can continue tracing. If your graph leaves the

top or bottom of the screen, the crosshairs will move along the edge of the

screen, but the coordinates of points on the graph will still be read out.

Press [gl3:1li and the coordinates will disappear to show the (PLOT) menu:

 

1338 shows the formula for the current function: F10s1: SIMCA)

(Press [EI3:Id to obtain menu labels again.)

The giHil89 key toggles the trace feature on and off (the feature is on when

you see iliiil8.l; off when you see giiil®d). When gidil#4 is off, the cross-

E'=H displays their coordinates.
1811183 reactivates the fiidil8.l.)

    
  hairs move freely off the function graph. g

([RIFEITR reactivates menu labels;

 

13" Press[BIE18[EIE to remove both the coordinates and

the menu labels. Pressing any of the menu keys now will

restore the menu labels.
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Hililgl Methods

The Ediltlwl key brings up a menu box with the several zoom methods.

Center  centersthe screen at the location of the crosshairs (the relative

dimensions of the screen remain unchanged).

Broes. .. lets you draw a box to define your new viewing window.

Example

 

SelectBr::. . . and press Eiliaa. You are prompted to select the first corner

of the new viewing window. Press [l#8 to make this corner the origin.

Now move the crosshairs over to the point (3,1) (a box is stretched). Press

g!l88 again—you’ve changed the viewing window to [0,3]x[0,1].

  

 

 

RGNSRR[T  

 

Other zoom options:

I zooms in by the zoom factors shown.
Lt zooms out by the zoom factors shown.
A—ooom I horizontally zooms in by the zoom factor shown.
a—ooom Uat horizontally zooms out by the zoom factor shown.
V=Zoom In vertically zooms in by the zoom factor shown.
V-Zoom Dut vertically zooms out by the zoom factor shown.
Square squares upthe viewing window (so that 1 pixel represents

equal horizontal and vertical distances) by resetting YRNG.

52t Factors. . . allows youto set horizontal and vertical zoom factors (the
default is <} for both factors), and you can also &1an

option to recenter the screen on the crosshairs.

Ur—zoo is an “un-do” key for zooming. It resets the viewing win-
dow to its previous settings.
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The FCN Tools

The menu key BgH.8 in offers a box of several interactive tools for

working with functions.

  

5

Example

First, press (SymMB)and enterFi¢ 1=35—+, then use B, if neces-
sary, to make sureitis the only selected function. Now press PLOT)(CLEAR)
for default settings, then set FES: to [zt ail and (PLOT).

 

 

 To prepare, trace the graph until the crosshairs reachesW 3. Press lmld.1

g, &to see the menu box with these options: F'ru'nl 3.4¢Hlol8)sH
Note! Rc_/»lo-f h clear fhtlh\}' -.l].l..lFi'_" 4128

Area. .. Vider X AXI7 5 78063
. sver 5. 9984{s

stremum

 

Finding Roots

  Select oot and press Bli[i8. The crosshairs move to the nearest root,

display its value, and record it in a variable named Fioot . You should see
ROOT: 3.46410161514 at the bottom of the screen. (Press [EI3:11] to get the
menu labels back on screen.)
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Finding Slopes

 

Move the crosshairs back to the origin. Press EgZ#.gl, select =1ofFe and

press (. This finds the derivative of the function at the x-coordinate of

the crosshairs location, displays it, and records it in the variable S 1ope.
You should see =LOPE: -2 at the bottom of the screen. (Press [El3:11 to ob-

tain menu labels again.)

 

Finding Areas

 

Press B88and select Hrea. . .. When you press Bl&g, the HP 38G
will prompt you for a starting point (i.e. the lowerlimit of integration). Press

gl | 8 now and the starting pointis #: . Now you’re prompted for an end

point(i.e. the upperlimit ofintegration). Trace overtoii: 3.5 nearthe positive

root and watch as the region between the graph and the x-axis is shaded.

   

Press 1 once again to (numerically) compute the definite integral of

the function from the starting point to the end point and record this value in

a variable called Ht-=a. You should see fikEn: -5.99739583334 at the bottom

of the screen. (Press [ld:11 to obtain menu labels again.)

I5°  TheHrea. . . optioncomputes a definite integralfrom the
left point to the right point, regardless of which ones you

selected as the start and end points.

To clearoff the shaded region left by the H-=a. . . option, just press(PLOT)

to redraw the function graph.
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Finding Extrema

Trace the function until the the crosshairs is neari: -8.5. SelectExtremum
and press glg&# to move the crosshairs to the nearest extremum, display

its coordinates, and record it in the variable Extiemum. (The HP 38G is
using a built-in root finder on the derivative of your function.) You should

see EXTRH: |-B.8.66EEEEEEEERY at the bottom of the screen. (Press [RI3:118
to obtain menu labels again.)

  

Plotting “Split-Defined” Functions

A “split-defined” function is one whose formula depends upon the value of

the input. For example:

{ if x<1

Jx) = 1-x if x>1

You can plot a function like this with the HP 38G’s function plotter in a couple

of different ways:

You could use the expressionF&l1=0™1%0] 1+(1=1+001 1 which
has a value x?1+(1 — x)*0, or x?, when x<1; and a value (x»)*0+(1 —x)* 1, or

1 —x, when x> 1. This is exactly what you want. Try plotting this using the

default viewing window.* (If the HP 38G is in connected mode, then the

graph will connect across the jump discontinuity.)

Or, you could use the expression F'L1=IFTEC#£1, #™Fy 1-#). You can
think of this as saying “if x < 1, then evaluate x?, else evaluate 1 —x.”

*Note: To obtain symbols like *, press (CHARS), highlight the symbol you want, and press I
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Plotting Multiple Functions

Press and enterthe following functions: +F10H1=5INCH)
SFECH=050

SRRI=5IMNTS0

To plot the three functions together in the default viewing window, press

PLoT)(CLEAR), then (PLOT). (The plots are either simultaneous or sequential

depending onif SIIMLLT is checked inthe FILIMCT IOM FPLOT SETUF.)

 

 

Use8 and §4 to switch the jiidik83 crosshairs from graph to graph. Youcan

use (I35l to see the formula for the function currently being traced.

Finding Intersections andAreas Between Two Graphs

If you have plotted two or more functions, then there is an additional option,

Intersect ion, in the PLOT FCN menu. This option will use the function

currently being traced and prompt you to choose one additional function (or

the n—H::1=). Pressing Bi'[1488 will move the crosshairsto the nearest inter-
section point of the two selected graphs, display its coordinates, and record

the coordinates in the variable I =&t.

 

When you plot multiple functions, the H-=a. . . option also lets you select

another function, and you can then shade the region between two graphs.
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Connected vs. Dot Modes For Graphing

Press BIc190&to go to the second page of the FLIMICT I0H
FLOT SETUF. When COMMECTELis unchecked, at most one pixel per
column will be lit on a function plot. When COMMELCTED is checked, addition-
al pixels are lit to give the graph a continuous appearance. Try an example.

 

First, make sure that COMMECTED is unchecked. Press and select
JFAtRI=5INCRI-CUS0R) and unselectr 1 CRI=5INCH ) andFetm )=LIE0R]
Press(PLOT] to see the graph in “dot” mode:
 

.

.
.

.
o’ -

2 2 .
e --

. -
- . .

- .
.

.
.

w:g FI(X): 0   
To “fill in” the gaps, press to return to the FLUIMCTION FLOT
SETUF and BT COMMECTED mode on the second page. Graph the
function again by pressing (PLOT).
 

a0 F3CH): ¢ Qg0   
Notice how it appears that “vertical asymptotes” have been drawn in. This

is not really the case—the HP 38G has simply connected the graph across

the asymptotes in this case.

I Note, however, thatifan asymptote or other discontinuity

in the function falls exactly on the coordinate ofa column

ofpixels, the graph willnotconnect over the discontinuity,

even when the HP 38GQG is in connected mode.
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8. Working with Tables

These examples will illustrate some of the tools available when you press

(NUM). All the examples are for Funizt ion, but many of the features are

similar for Farametric, Folar, Sequence, Soluwe, and Stat ist ics.

Press(LB), highlightFunict ion and EifiTdil. Enter and select four functions:

JF1CHI=SINCA)
SFECEI=C0500

SFACHI=EINCEA0S0H)
SFCE=050STNCE

Press to go to the FLIMCTION HUMERIZ SETLFscreen. To
reset all the numeric table settings, so that the starting value is 0 and values

are automatically incremented in steps of 0.1, press (CLEAR). Now pressing

will display a table of values for i and all four functions.

 

i FL FE F3 Fi
o0 i 0 LiMDEF.
1 .0H983FY  GES004E  1003IHF G.96EEH
2 .19HGE33 .GEOOEES .BOEFL  4.933154
3 .2955@0E  .§553365 .3083I6E  5.E3EFEE
4y 3ESY1E3 .GEL061  MBEF93E  2.3652EE
5 4PI4ESS BFPSEES  S4EI0ES  L.BI0HET

The directional arrow keys, I8, §4, @, and €, let you move from entry to

entry of the table. Not all of the columns fit, but the screen automatically

scrolls when you use @ to move to the F4 column. New table values are

generated as you scroll either up or down with {8 and §3.

Notice that when you are on a particular table entry, the full precision of that

entry is displayed at the bottom of the screen.
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The NUM Menu andZOOM Methods for Tables

 

1is a toggle that allows you to switch back and forth between a large

font size and a smaller font size.

[T335E shows you Independent YMariable ® when you are in the i col-
umn; it shows you the formula for the function when you are in one of the

columnsF1,FZ, F3, orF4.

 

FIiTEH key brings up a menu box with the several zoom methods. Iwill

zoom inby the designated zoom factor. [liit. will zoom outby the designated
zoom factor. You specify the zoom factor by pressing and editing

MUMZ0OM (the default zoom factoris 4).

Example

Scrolldownin the# column, highlightthe value .3, and pressiltlgd. Select

Ut and press BlG. The table is recomputed so that.3 is still highlighted,
but the step size is .4 instead of .1: "

  

[=cimal sets the starting value MUMSTAET to 0 and the step size
MUMSTEF to .1 units (the default settings).

Integer  sets the starting value MUMSTHET to 0 and the step size
MUM=TEF to 1 unit.

Trig sets the starting value MLIMN=THET to 0 and the step size
MUM=TEF to approximately n/24 units. If the angle measure
mode is degrees, then the MUM=TEF is 7.5 degrees.

Un—zoom s an “undo” key for zoom; it resets the table to its last settings.
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9. Special VIEWS

offers a choice of special viewing screens:  Flot-[0etail
Flot-Table
Coerlagy Plot
Huto Scale
Oecimal
Intecer
Trig

Split Screen—Two Graphs

Flot-Detail gives you a vertically split screen with two copies of your
graph on either side of a vertical divider down the middle of the screen. It

allows you to see a “before” and “after’ view of the graph of a function.

Press [EId:11] to get all the usual tools. If you press ElTgl and select a
zoom option, the left graph remains unchanged, but the right graph is re-

plotted at the new window settings. You can trace and watch dual cross-

hairs move simultaneously on both graphs. Then use [&i==id to make the

new graph appear on both halves of the screen—in preparation for yet an-

other zoom. And you can repeat this process as many times as you wish!

 

For example,if you graph F1L1=5INCw ) in the default viewing window,
thenpress andselectF 1ot —[et ail, youcan ENTEE In to see these
two graphs, side-by-side:
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Split Screen—Graph and Table

Flot-Table gives you a vertically split screen with a graph on the left and
a table of values on the right, allowing you to see both the PLOT and

NUMERIC views of your function. The trace crosshairs on the graph and

the highlight bar in the table move simultaneously, over the same points.

For example,if you graph F11=5IMCHY in the default viewing window,
then press and selectFlot—Tabl e, you will see the graph and table,
side-by-side:

¥ Fl

efi.-
E‘4y0g35 .395167

% 08375 .573355
--IflZIEEEII_

 

 

 

      
Overlaying One Graph on Another

Choaet] ad F1ot will plot any graph over your last one. For example,if you
plot F10x1=5IMCx) in the default viewing window, but then press (LiB) and
switch from Funct ion toFarametric, you canuse Iuerlay FPlot (with
the same window settings) to overlay the graph of #1LTI=5IMCT)

Y1CTI=T
over the old graph, to show the inverse relation:

 

T: -6.28 (3.18530....~6.28) BT   
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Automatic Scaling

Scrolldown to Hut.o Sicale and press Blor (ENTER). Auto Scale will
automatically scale the vertical range for you. It computes a sample of the

values of the function for theM and then sets the YN automatically to
include the extreme y-values.

 

For example,if you plot F10#1=5IM] at the default settings and then
press and select Hutoscal ing, you obtain the following graph:

 

 ¥:0 F1(¥): 0 EE   

Special Preset Zoom Windows

Oeizimal sets the “tick” marks along the x-axis to be one unit apart (i.e. each

pixel width=.1 units). Note that this effectively sets the viewing window back

to its default ranges [-6.5,6.51x[-3.1,3.2].

Int eget sets the “tick” marks along the x-axis to be ten units apart (i.e. each
pixel width = 1 unit).

Trig sets the “tick” marks along the x-axis to be approximately w/2 units

apart, and each pixel width is approximately /24 units. Ifthe angle measure

mode is degrees, then Trig sets the “tick” marks along the x-axis to be 90

degrees apart, and each pixel width is is 7.5 degrees.
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10. Parametric Equations

Press (LiB), highlight Farametric, and press Eifildil. This automatically
“oresses” (SYmMB), and you'll see a title bar, FHEAMETREIC S%MBOLIC
"W IEHM, with a list of your parametric equations There are 10 dedicated
pairs of parametric equation variables, 1, 1'1, &€, V', ..., ®¥9, 19, ¥4, YA,
You can use the directional arrows f§ andflto scroll through the entire list.

Independent Variable Key

When Far-amet-ic is activated, (XT.e) provides the variable T.

SYMB Menu

  

48,18 is a “toggle” that selects or unselects the hlghhghtedequatlon You

can select any orall pairs of parametric equations 11, i'1, ..., #H,.

 

izl is simply another (T]key for typing convenience.

 

B1113l will show the highlighted parametric equation in typeset, “textbook”

format (just as1113l does on the HOME screen).

 

1181 will evaluate any other variables (except the independent variable

T) or equations used in the formula of the highlighted parametric equation.

Use to erase the highlighted pair of parametric equations; use
to erase all the parametric equations.
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Plotting Graphs and Making Tables for Parametric Equations

Example: x(¢) = tcost and y(¢) = tsint for 0<t<2m

 

Highlight /1T1= and type (XT.e]*JCOS[X.T.eJENTER). Highlight Y1(T)= and
type (XT.0*JSINJXT6[ENTER). You should now see  +wllTI=T=L0O50T)

ST1CTI=T#5INCT)
The 4indicates thatr 10Tand''1 (Tare selected for graphing or tabulat-
ing. Note that parametric equations are checked in pairs; when you select/

deselect one member of the pair, the otheris also selected/deselected.

 

 

 

Press to getthe FHERMETE IC =YMEOLIZ SETLUFscreen,
where you can set the angle measure mode for your parametric equations.

I°  This angle measure mode is distinct from the one usedby

your HOME screen for computations.

If it is not already indicated, [&;{!t1kd radian mode for this example. Then

press to return to the list of parametric equation formulas.

brings you to the FAEAMETREIC FLIOT SETLFscreen. Here
you’ll see your window settings for iRl and YRMGE. Since both x and y are
considered functions of an independent variable (z), you also see settings

for the parameter T: TEMG is the domain of the parameter T; and TSTEFis
the increment size used to step through the values for T.

To reset all the plot settings, so that the center of the screen is at the origin,

coordinate axes are shown, with each axis tick representing one unit, and

each pixel valued at 0.1 unit, press (CLEAR). The default TEMG is [0,12], with
aT=TEF of 0.1. The default#FMG is [-6.5, 6.5]; the default 'FMHG is [-3.1, 3.2].

To change the upperlimit of the TEMG to 2x, use the directional arrows to
highlight 12 and type 2)J@JENTER]. The decimal approximation of 2w is
automatically calculated and used to fill in the slot.
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Pressing now displays the graph traced by 10T1=T+05(T} and
Y1CT1=T#5IMCTY in the default viewing window:

 

 

Both the value of the parameterT and the coordinates L1011, ¥10T1 ) are
shown as you trace the curve with € and (. You can trace beyond the

original domain in either direction.

Press [EI3:11] to see the rest of the menu.

 

ELIER brings up all the same zoom features found for Funict ion(for a

description, see Section 7 on working with graphs).

 

ji:185 can be toggled on or off. When jidil&4 is off, then Ll will show

the coordinates of your “free-floating” crosshairs. When giiils.} is back on,

then EEREEH will show both T and the coordinates of the corresponding point

on the curve again.

 

[1335R shows you the formula for the currently traced parametric curve.
When more than one parametric curve is plotted, the directional arrows @y

and §4 will move the crosshairs from curve to curve.

Press [gld:I1] again to remove both the menu labels and the coordinates.

Pressing any of the menu keys will bring the menu labels back again.
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Pressing brings you to the FHEAMETE IC HUMERIC SETUF
screen. To reset all the numeric table settings, so that the starting value is

0 and values are automatically incremented in steps of 0.1, press (CLEAR.

 

now displays a table: 8] ¥
0 0
. 0995004]. 0099833
.1960133]. 0397339
.28660049| . 0BBA561
.36B4244|. 1557673
-4387/4913}.2397128

 

   

 

  fzootf|EIGJOEFM]|

The same Eli[§l features are available here as in Funiction (see Section
8 on working with tables).

 

giIcE8 changes the font size used for displaying the table.

[035:H shows you Independent Mariable T orthe formula forthe para-
metric equation, depending on which column you have highlighted.

Press to get a menu of special viewing screens:  Flot-[etail
Flot-Table
(haerlag Flot
Auto Scale
Oecimal
Integer
Trig

Flot-[etail gives you a vertically split screen with copies of your graph
on either side of a divider, allowing a “before” and “after” view of the graph.

Flot-Table gives you a vertically split screen with a graph on the left and
a table of values on the right of a divider. The trace crosshairs on the graph

and the highlight bar in the table move simultaneously over the same points.

Foradescription ofduer-lay Flot Huto Scale,lecimal , Integer, and
the Tr-ig that is usable with Faramett-iiz, see Section 9 on special views.
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Guide to PARAMETRIC SETUP Screens

brings youto FREAMETEIC SYMBOLIC SETUF, where you
set the angle measure mode for working with parametric equations.

  

382 PARAMETRIC SYMEOLIC SETUP 888 BPARAMETRIC MUMERIC SETUP 2588
AMGLE MEAZURE: [38-Tn b=y NUMSTART: [4

NUMSTER: . ]
NUMTYPE: Hutomatic

 

    
NUMZOOM: 4

CHOOSE ANGLE MERSURE ENTER STARTING YALUE FOR TAELE
N(TINN [EmT]|] [eeoTe|
  

@~umMbringsyoutoFAEAMETE IC HUMERIC SETLUF, where you set
up parameters for building a table of values for parametric equations.

MUMSTHET: the starting value for T
MUM=TEF: the step value (increment) for T
MUMTYPE: Hutomat ic to have the HP 38G generate values for T

iild “Your Ownlets you fill in the values for T
LI the zoom factorfor yourtable

bringsyoutoFAREAMETREIC FLOT SETLUF, where you canset
the dimensions of the viewing window for graphing and the modes that

controlhow graphs are displayed. There are two pages of settings here; you

move between the two screens with EEEE8&1c158&8 and BTLoe,    
  

    

    

PARAMETRIC PLOT SETUP PARAMETRIC PLOT SETUP
TenG: ENEEEGEGEGEEE 12 RTICK: YTICK: 1
TSTEP: . 1 ¥ SIMULT _INY. CRO3S
RRHG: 5,5 6.5 o CONNECT _ LABELS
YENG: —3.1 3. ¥ ARES _ GRID

ENTER MINIMUM TIME YALUE ENTER HORIZONTAL TICK SPACING
TIT IRNYT
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On the first page of the FAEAMETE IC FLOT SETLUF are your window
settings:

TREMLG: TMIM and THMA: (minimum and maximum values of T)
TSTEF:  increment size used to step through the values of T
MG ~IMIN and #lHH (left and right edges of the viewing window)
YEMG: YMIMN andYTlH+ (lower and upper edges of the viewing window)

To change a highlighted setting, either type in the value you want or press

and edit the current setting. When a choice of options is available,

a key appears, which gives you a menu box of available choices.
Use @8 and §4 to select the option you want. In all cases, you press k1] 852

or to make the change, or [Hil.I8 or (ON) if you change your mind. If
you press the setting is automatically changed to a default value.

  

The second page of the FHERMETE IC FLUOT =ETLIF hasthe settings
for the tick marks on the axes as well as “check blanks” for your graphing

modes:

a1 ICK: the spacing of the marks on the x-axis
YTICK: the spacing of the marks on the y-axis
SIMULT check for simultaneous graphing or don’t for sequential
COMMECT check for connected graphing or don’t for “dot” mode
HAES check to show the x-axis and y-axis
INV. CEOSS  check for inverted “crosshairs” (show white on dark)
|HBELS check to have axes labeled with their ranges
GREID checkto havelattice points plotted (points that line up with

the tick marks on both axes)

 

The default values for all plot settings are shown in the screens illustrated.
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11. Polar Equations

Press (LiB), highlight Polar, and press Eiilill. This automatically “presses”

and showsthetitle bar, FOLAE SYMEOLIC Y IEL, with alist of
your polar equations. There are 10 dedicated polar equation variables 1,

Ee,RE3, ..., B9, EH. You can use @8 and 3 to scroll through the entire list.

Independent Variable Key(XT.6)

When Polaris activated, provides the variable H.

SYMB Menu

  

i is a “toggle” that selects or unselects the highlighted equation. Any

or all of the polar equations 21, B, ...,E3, EH can be selected at any time.

 

iis simply another H key for typing convenience.

 

k11] will show the highlighted polar equation in typeset “textbook” format

(just as Edil1%8 works on the HOME screen).

 

will evaluate any other variables (except the independent variable

H) or polar equations used in the formula of the highlighted polar equation.

Use to erase a highlighted polar equation; use to erase all the
polar equations.
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Plotting Graphs and Making Tables for Polar Equations

Example: Consider r(6) = 3sin(2.56), for 0 < < 4%. Highlight E1{H)= and
type (3]>JSIN[2)-[5)X.T.6)ENTER). Youshould see: +FE1THI=3+=5IMZ, 50
The 4 indicates that R1{H] is selected for graphing or making a table.

Press to get the FULHE =YFEOLIC SETILF screen, where
you can set the angle measure mode for your polar equations.

"  NOTE: This angle measure mode is distinct from the one

used by your HOME screen for computations.

If it is not already indicated, [,]!l1k4 radian mode for the purposes of this ex-

ample. Then press to return to the list of polar equation formulas.

brings you to the FLILAE FLOT SETLF screen, where you will
see your window settings for #FM: and YEMG. Since the radius, r, is con-
sidered a function of the polar angle, 6, you also see settings for H:

HEN( is the domain of the angle H.
H=TEF is the increment size used to step through the values for H.

To reset all the plot settings, so that the center of the screen is at the origin,

coordinate axes are shown, with each axis tick representing one unit, and

each pixel valued at 0.1 unit, press (CLEAR). The default HEMG is [0,2x], with
abHSTEFof n/24. The defaultMG is [-6.5, 6.51; the default TREMG is [-3.1,3.2].

To change the upperlimit of the BEMG to 4n, use the directional arrows to
highlightt. 5315, . . , and type J)JENTER). The decimal approximation
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now displays the graph of F1 LH1=2%5TH¥, 5#H ) in the default view-
ing window:

 

 

Kl(a): @

The value of the angleH and the radiusF:1 LH) appear as you trace the curve
with € and (3. You can trace beyond the original domain in either direction.

Press [GI3:11] to see the rest of the menu:

  

I1151 offers the same zoom features as does Funiction (see Section 7).

111;185 can be toggled on or off. When iiilgd is off, then L&#8 will show

the rectangular or Cartesian (x,y) coordinates of your “free-floating” cross-

hairs. When i1l is back on, the ff5'#l will show the polar coordinates

H and I of a point on the curve again.

  

IdI5shows you the formula for the currently traced polar equation. When
more than one polar equation is plotted, the directional arrows8 and §3 will

move the crosshairs from curve to curve.

Press[l again to remove both the menu labels and the coordinates.
Pressing any of the menu keys will bring the menu labels back again.
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Press brings you to the FILAE HUMEEIZ SETLFscreen. To
reset all the numeric table settings, so that the starting value is 0 and values

are automatically incremented in steps of 0.1, press (CLEAR]. Pressing
now tabulates values for H and F1CH3:

Rl

.74ddlly
1.438277
2. 044916
2.524413
2. B4695Y4

 

 

   

 

  
The same1§ options are offered here as inFunict ion (see Section 8).

 

i1:d1cEd changes the font size used for displaying the table.

[133:H shows you either Independent. Wariable B orthe formula forthe
polar equation, depending on which column you have highlighted.

Press for a menu box of special viewing screens: Flot-[etail
Flot-Table
Chet-1ag Flot
Huto Scale
Oecimal
Integer

Trig

Flot-Detail gives you a vertically split screen with two copies of your
graph on either side of a divider, allowing you to see a “before” and “after’

view of the graph of a polar equation. Fl1ot-Table gives you a vertically
split screen with a graph on the left and a table of values on the right of the

divider. The trace crosshairs on the graph and the highlight barin the table

move simultaneously, showing you the same point.

See Section 9 for a description ofet~ 1ay Flot ) Hutio Scale, Oecimal ,
Integetr, and the Trig that can also be used with Folar.
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Guide to POLAR SETUP Screens

brings you to FOLAE =YMBOLIC SETLIF, where you set the
angle measure mode for working with polar equations.

  

 

POLAR $YMEDLIC SETUP
AMGLE MERZURE: [N

  POLAR MUMERIC SETUP

NUMSTART:
NUMSTEP: . ]
NUMTYPE: Hutomatic

  

   
NUMZ0OM: ¢

CHOOSE ANGLE MEASURE ENTER STARTING VALUE FOR TAELE
|fewoo]]]] [emT]|] JPLoTe
 

 
 

brings you to FOLAE HUMEEIC ZETLF, where you set up
parameters for building a table of values for polar equations:

MUMSTHRET: the starting value for
MUMSTEF: the step value (increment) forH
MUMTY'PE: Hutomat ic to have the HP 38G generate values for A

iild Your Dunlets you fill in the values for B
MUFTZCI00M: the zoom factor for your table

brings you to FULAHE FLUOT SETLIF, where you can set the di-
mensions of the viewing window for graphing and the modes that control

how graphs are displayed. There are two pages of settings here; you move

between the two screens with Egsl:1e1538&8 and&ld101Seee.   
  

    

    

POLAR PLOT SETUP POLAR PLOT SETUP
BRNG: 6.228218.. RTICK: YTICK: ]
esTEP: , 130399,, o SIMULT _INY. CROSS
RENG: — 5.5 5.5 v CONNECT _ LABELS
YENG: -3, 1 3.2 ¥ RXES _ GRID

ENTER MINIMUM & VYALUE ENTER HORIZONTAL TICK SPACING
EMT]|PAGE®| TNW
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Onthefirst page of the FIILHE FLOT SETLIFare your window settings:

HEMG: HMIM and BIMA(the minimum and maximum values of H)
HSTEF:  the increment size used to step through the values of B
MG ~IMIM and #lH: (left and right edges of the viewing window)
TRML: TMIM andfTlH= (lower and upper edges of the viewing window)

To change a highlighted setting, you can either type in the value you want

or press E3WEE and edit the current setting. When a choice of options is

available, a key comes up, and pressing it gives you a menu box of
available choices. Use the directional arrows f§ and §3 to select the option

you want. In all cases, you press il68or to make the change and

5;1.198 or (ON) if you change your mind. If you press (DEL), the setting is auto-

matically changed to a default value.

   

The second page of the FLULHE FLIOT SETLIF has the settings for the
tick marks on the axes as well as “check blanks” for your graphing modes:

a1 TCK: the spacing of the marks on the x-axis
YTICE: the spacing of the marks on the y-axis
SIMULT check for simultaneous graphing or don’t for sequential
COMMECT check for connected graphing or don’t for “dot” mode
HAES check to show the x-axis and y-axis
IMY., CEOSS  check for inverted “crosshairs” (show white on dark)
LHEEL= check to have axes labeled with their ranges
LEID check to have lattice points plotted (points that line up with

the tick marks on both axes)

 

The default values for all plot settings are shown in the screens illustrated.
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12. Sequences

Press (UB), highlight Sequenice, and press Eifilil. This automatically

“presses” (SYMB), so you'll then see a title bar, SELNIEHCE S5%TMBOL IC
"W IEH, with a list of your sequence definitions. There are 10 dedicated se-
quence variables, L1, LIz, ...,14 LIH. You can use g8 and §@to scroll through
the entire list. To allow recursive definitions, you will see “slots” for specify-

ing the first one or two terms of a sequence.

Independent Variable Key,

When oequenice is activated,pressing provides the variable M.

SYMB Menu

 

Pressing offers the menu items E=11§E8 [FdE

  B-11EE8 sends the highlighted formula or term to the Editline where you can

editit. Press [l or (ENTER] to enter the edited version and press [#;1:[48

or to restore the original.
   

 

A is a“toggle” that selects or unselects the highlighted sequence. Any

or all sequences L1, LIZ, ..., LIH can be selected at any time.

  

i =h418will evaluate all sequence definitions and variables (except the inde-

pendent variable M) used in the selected sequence. Also, when a sequence
formula line is highlighted, some menu keysoffertyplngalds For example

upon highlighting U1 CM1=, you'll see ETEE=5, Eelar ey, BT TEs

 

To erase a highlighted sequence formula or term, press (DEL). To erase all

the sequences, press (CLEAR] .
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Plotting Graphs and Making Tables for Sequences

Perhaps the simplest kind of sequence is one where a formula describes the

Nth term as a function of N. For example, the geometric sequence

, L, 1 1 .
2 4 8

can be described in “closed form” by the formula U, = ylfi

To examine this sequence, use 8§ and §@ to highlightll1 (M= and then type
1)/2][(JX.T.8]J=J1JENTER). You should see: +L1t11=1

JICENI=5
SULCMI=1-2%(N=-11

The 4”’s indicate that the sequence lI1 is selected for graphing or making a

table. Note how the values for the firsttwo termsll1 011 andI1 () are auto-
matically computed and displayed.

Press to get the SERLIEMCE SYMEOLIC SETLUF screen,
where you can set the angle measure mode for sequences,if necessary. If

it is not already selected, [#;11l1l4 radian mode for this exampile.

5" NOTE: This angle measure mode is distinct from the one

used by your HOME screen for computations.

Press to return to the list of sequences, and then §(PLOT) to go to the
SERUEMCE FLOT SETUF screen. Here are your window settings for
#FMG and YRENG. MEMG is the domain (in positive integers) of the index, M.
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To reset all the sequence plot settings, so that the coordinate axes are

shown, each axis tick represents 1 unit, and each pixel is valued at 0.1 unit,

press (CLEAR). The default MENG is the set of positive integers 1, 2, 3.... ,24.
The default ARG is [-2, 24]; the default EMG is [-2, 10.6].

1Since i < 1 for all positive integers N, set the TFEMto [-.2, 1.06].

The default sequence plottype (SELIFLOT: )is5t airStep. Press now
to see a stairstep plot of LI1 (HJ=1-F*(M-11 in the default viewing window.
 

 

 

   N:1 ULCND: 1
 

Both the value of the index, N, and the value of the Nth term, LI1ILH}, are
shown as you trace the stairstep curve with€and. You can trace beyond

the original upper limit of N but you cannot trace below N = 1.

Press [GI3:11] to see the rest of the menu:

 

11gl brings up allthe same zoom features found for Function (see section

7 on working with graphs for a description).

  

ji:4i185 can be toggled on or off. When jliidil® is off, then 4&8 will show

the coordinates of your “free-floating” crosshairs. When gidil8g is back on,

Snrnl will show both M and the value of the Nth term, I1CHI, on the
stairstep curve again.

 

[T33:8 shows you the formula for the currently traced sequence. When
more than one sequence is plotted, the directional arrows §§ and §3 will

move the crosshairs from stairstep to stairstep.

Press [&l3:I§ again to remove both the menu labels and the coordinates.

Pressing any of the menu keys will bring the menu labels back again.
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Press brings youtotheSECNIEMCE HUMEREIC SETUFscreen.
To reset all the numeric table settings, so that the starting value is 0 and

values are incremented in steps of 1, press (CLEAR. Now will display

a table of values for M and 11 (M3
 

 

   
  

H Ul
1 1

.5
3 .25
Y .185
5 .0BES
B . 031285

1
STT0
 

The same [Ei[§l features are available here as in Funizt iom (see Section

8, Working With Tables).

 

g1 11c8l changes the font size used for displaying the table.

IT355H shows you Independent Yariable T orthe formulaforthe para-
metric equation, depending on which column you have highlighted.

Press to get a choice of special viewing screens: Flot-[letail
Flot-Table
Chet-1ayg Flot
Huto Scale

Flot-Detail gives you a vertically split screen with two copies of your
graph on either side of a vertical divider, so you see a “before” and “after”

view of the sequence’sgraph. Flot-Table gives you a vertically split
screen with a graph on the left and a table of values on the right of a vertical

divider down the middle of the screen. The trace crosshairs on the graph

and the highlight bar in the table move simultaneously over the same point.

See Section 9 on Special Views formore onIuet-1ay Flot, Auto Scale.
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Series

A seriesis a sequence of partial sums. For example, the Nth term of the har-

monic series is N

J=1 J

Press and highlight JZ(M). Press for a menu of special char-
acters—handy for retrieving the symbol you’ll need. Use the directional

arrows to highlightZ (fourth character fromthe left, second row). Then press

&8to see the symbol “echoed” to the Editline: &

  

Andkeyintherestofthe series: ((J(A..z[JJcHARS=Eal a1JA-ZIN"1)/

ENTER).

Now you can look at a table of values or a plot of the partial sums—justlike

any other sequence.

Iterative Sequences

You can also define a sequenceiteratively or recursively with the HP 38G.

For example, a certain sequence derived from Newton’s Method can be

defined iteratively as:
u 1

u =2, u = —nl +
2 u.

We can define it just this way on the HP 38G. In (SYmB), highlight3111 and
enter ¢ for it. Then skip 3Land enter the formula for LIZCH

  

LZCMI=lZiN-10-F+1130H-12

Using (NUM), you can see how quickly this sequence converges to 2.
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Cobweb Plots

lterative sequences are nicely displayed using a cobweb plot. In a cobweb

plot, the first term of a sequence u, is located as the point («,u,) on the line

y=x. This point is connected with a vertical line segment to (u,,u,), which

is, in turn, connected with a horizontal line segment to (u,u,). This process

continues, forming a web of line segments connecting (u,,u,) to (u,,u,) to

(u,,u,), etc. If the sequence converges, the web closes in on a single point.

For a cobweb plot of the sequence just defined, first press and select

lI= (and deselect all other sequences). Press for the =ERIIEMCE
FLOT SETUF. Highlight SELFLOT andMRCobweb. Set the viewing
window to [-.4,4.8] x [-.4,2.12] and press(PLOT]to see the cobweb plot. (Note,

also, that if you trace the cobweb plot near the point of convergence, you

can EDTTEE In to see more detail.)
 

 

I v

N:1 UICH:E TAEML    
Example

Enter this additive Fibonacci sequence: 1411 1=1
e=1
LCM=gCH=1 0+0=

And this Fibonacci sequence of ratios: U2t 11=1
U5r=1
USCH=MDA40N-10

1+V5
2

You can examine its behavior numerically via or graphically via(PLOT).

The IS sequence converges at the golden ratio  
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Guide to SEQUENCE SETUP Screens

brings youtoSERLEHCE SYMBOLIC SETLF, whereyoucan
set the angle measure mode for working with sequences, if necessary.

  

 

RCEQUENMCE SYMEBOLIC SETUP 33888 R0 CEQUENCE NUMERIC SETUP 3388
ANGLE MEASURE: CERe NUMSTART: [

NUMSTER: ]
NUMTYPE: Hutomatic
NUMZOOM: &

CHOOSE AMGLE MEASURE ENTER STARTING VALUE FOR TAELE
51TE 70NY5    
  

brings you to SEHRLUEMCE HUMERIC SETLF, where you set
up parameters for building a table of values for parametric equations.

MUMSTHET: the starting value for [
MUMSTEF: the step value (increment) for M
MUMTYFE: Hutomat ic to have the HP 38G generate values for [

iild Your Chanlets you fill in the values for M
MUMZCOM:  the zoom factor for your table

brings you to SERMIEHCE FLOT ZETUF, where you set the
dimensions of the viewing windowfor graphing and the modes that control

how graphs are displayed. There are two pages of settings here; you move

between the two screens with [=1L138, &5 ikPAGE EEE-Ye[-E

fault values for all the plot settings are shown in the screens illustrated.
   

  

    
 

  

SEQUENCE PLOT SETUP SEQUENCE PLOT SETUP
SEQPLOT: ! RTICK: YTICK: |
NENG: 1 24 ¥ SIMULT _INV. CROSS
RRNG: — 2 24 ¥ RRES _ LRBELS
YRHG: — 2 18.6 _ GRID

CHODSE SEQUEMNCE PLOT TYPE ENTER HORIZONTAL TICK SPACING
|[cHOD:]PecEw®| E0T| |aPrseE0|   
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Onthefirstpage ofthe TELLIEHCE FLOT SETLF are window settings:

SELIFLOT: [between St airstep and Lobweh

MEMG: MIMIN and MFMHS (minimum and maximum values of index M)
MG ~IMIN and #l1HH (left and right edges of the viewing window)
YEMG: YT1IM and ¥'IHi (lower and upper edges of the viewing window)

To change a highlighted setting, you can either type in the value you want

or press E4EE and edit the current setting.

 

When a choice of options is available, a key comes up, and pressing
it gives you a menu box of available choices. Use the directional arrows Y

and §4to select the option you want. In all cases, you press [l 1| & or

to make the change and |41118 or (ON)if you change your mind. If you press

the setting is automatically changed to a default value.

 

The second page of the SERLIEHCE FLOT ZETLF has the settings
for the tick marks on the axes and “check blanks” for your graphing modes:

a1 ICK: the spacing of the marks on the x-axis
YTICK: the spacing of the marks on the y-axis
SIMULT check for simultaneous graphing or don’t for sequential
Hi+ES check to show the x-axis and y-axis
LRI check to have lattice points plotted
INY. CEOS%  check for inverted “crosshairs” (show white on dark)
LAHEBELS check to have axes labeled with their ranges (points that

line up with the tick marks on both axes)
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13. Solving Equations

TheSlue ApLetlets you find roots of expressions and solve equations. To

activate it, press(LiB), highlight5o lue, and press Eifid. Atitle bar, =ILYE
=MEOLIC Y IEW, appears, with a list of your expressions/equations.
You get 10dedicated variables,E1,E¥, ..., E9EH (use@and §@ as needed).

Independent Variable Key (X.1.6)

When Siolue is activated, provides the variable #i. However, you can
use any real variables you wish in your equations.

SYMB Menu

 

#8184 is a “toggle” that selects orunselects the hlghhghted item. Note that,

unlike the Furicticn, Parametric, Polar, and Sequence AplLets, only
one ofthe expressmns/equatnonsEl B, ...,E9,EH canbe selected atonce.

 

& is a key provided for typing convenience.

 

=1LRR will show the highlighted expression/equation in typeset, “textbook”

format (just as&l works on the HOME screen).

 

23115 will evaluate the expression/equation for all values of the variables

used in the highlighted expression/equation.

erases the highlighted expression/equation; erases all of them.
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Analyzing an Expression in One Variable

Highlight E1 and type: (A.Z]X]x"[2)=3). You should see: +E1: ™&-3
Now press to goto the ZILYWE HMUMERIC %IEW, where you can
substitute a value for /1. The HP 38G will use this value as an initial seed
to find a root of this expression—a value for i such that #™z—2is zero.

Try this: Wlth the slot for hlghhghted type in an initial seed value of & and

press B'[1a (so thatyouseeit  5). Now press Eli[EIT. The little hour-
"1""'IE'_I

glass annuciator appears briefly, then the solution, /¢ 1. "3ZHEHEEHTSY

 

Different roots may be found by changing the seed value. Forexample, with

#1 highlightedin theSOLYE MUMERIC '-.-'IEl-J,typem FTES.
The result is the other root of X2 -3 =0; A =1, PagEEHEHTS

 

Some more about the rest of the menuin theSLYE HUMERIC “WIEI:

 

1§§8 allows you to edit the current value of the highlighted variable.

  L.1518 gives youinformation about the quality of your solution. Press it now

and you’ll see a box with this data: e
1. P32HoHEHo
LB

The £&t0 indicates that the displayed value of ¢is a root (i.e.it satisfies X

-3 =0, to 12-digit accuracy).

Note, however, that there are two other possible messages you can obtain

in the INFO box:

A Sion Reuersal message indicates that the value of the expression
changes sign (positive to negative or vice-versa) when there is a change in

the last digit of the displayed value of i4. If the expression is that of a contin-

uous function, this means the #-value is within one digit of a root.

An Extremum message generally indicates that the displayed value of i
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minimizes the absolute value of the expression, but that no sign reversal

has been obtained.

 

1515170is a key available in case your expression or equation contains so

many variables that you need more than one screen for all of them.

IT335R displays the current expression or equation in typeset form—as
=4, 11158 does in the HOME screen.

 

I°  When you return to the HOME screen after using the

Solue AplLet, any real variables used will still have their
last values shown in the SOLYE HUMEREIC YIEHW.
For example, ifyou return to the HOME screen now and

type (A.ZXJENTER), you will see —1. ¢ ZEHSHZH"D

Analyzing an Equation with Several Variables

Another example: Return to the SOLYE SYMBEOLIC W IEH via (SymB).
Then highlight E* and type [ENTER).

You will see this: El: ::“"..'_=
JEF A3-E=B=CE+6

Notice that the 4 has automatically been turned off onE1 because only one

equation or expression can be checked at a time.

 

Use (Num)to go to the SLILYE HUMERIC % IEl. Thereisaslotfor each
of the three variables in the equation. Enter these values: H:

S
C: o

You can solve for any variable—say, E—using the other variables’ values

Highlight B 4, and press E[I&ENF to see H: 3
B: —&. BHEHEEEEBEE]

The value originally stored in B was used as a seed for the numerical root

finder (note the effects of round-off precision).
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Using(PLOT) with the Solve ApLet

For best results, you should use (PLOT) on an equation that has been simp-

lified so that all variables appear only on the left side of the equation. For

example, you can take the equation

(EZ: Fr3-2eB=L2+6

@l ittobe  +EZ: A™3-2+B-CF-E=E

 

or, even simpler: JEET A3-E#R-CP-E
because, in this form—where the right-hand side of the equation is =H—it

is not necessary to include it at all.

Next, press and fillin  A:
E:
L= oI

R
0

Now highlight, say, B* , and you can press(PLOT) to see the left-hand side of

the equation plotted as a function of B. Thatis, the horizontal axis repre-

sents B as independent variable, with A =3 and C =-5. Thus, the plot is

actually

Y=3-2B-(-5)*-6 or Y=-2B-4

Sure enough—the plot shows the graph of aline. If you trace the graph, you

will see values of B and the expressionEZLB shown. And if you press
while tracing, you will see the current trace value of B substituted (thatis,

the table will have highlighted the row corresponding to the last location of

the crosshairs).
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Guide to SOLVE SETUP Screens

brings you to SILWE S%MEOLIC SETLF, where you set the
angle measure mode for working with equations.
 

 

$OLYE SYMEOLIC SETUP
ANGLE MERSURE: [BE=REEIRE   

CHODSE ANGLE MERSURE
NTNBR  
 

Thereis no =ILYE HUMERIC SETLIF. However, @PLOT) brings you
toSOLNVE FLOT SETLUF, whichisidentical tothe FLIMICT IOFLOT
=ETLIF, allowing you to set up a viewing window for graphing the values
of an expression with respect to one variable. There are two pages of

settings here; you move between the two screens with the ililc158&8  

 

  

    

   

and il keys.

SOLVE PLOT SETUP SOLVE PLOT SETUP
¥RNG: 6.5 BcoNNECT _INY. CROSS
YRNG: =3, 1 3.2 ¥ AXES _LRBELS
RTICK: 1 YTICK: 1 _ GRID
REs: Detail

ENTER MINIMUM HORIZOMTAL YALUE CONNECT PLOT POINTS?
=TTITN |[#eHE]aPGE||
 

  
To set the default settings for plotting, press (CLEAR).

Onthefirst page of theSILYE FLUOT SETLIF are your window settings:

ARG ~IMIMN and #lMH# (left and right edges of the viewing window)
TRMG: TTMIN andIR (lower and upper edges of the viewing window)
a1 ICkK:  the spacing of the marks on the x-axis
YTICK:  the spacing of the marks on the y-axis
FES: plot resolution (Fast et plots every other pixel; etail plots

every pixel)

To change a selected setting, you can either type in the value you want or

pressi and edit the current setting.  
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When a choice of optionsis available, a key comes up; pressing it
gives you a menu box of available choices. Use the directional arrows iy

and §4to select the option youwant. In all cases, you press g1588 or (ENTER

to make the change; or |81, 148 or if you change your mind.

 

If you press (DEL), the setting is automatically changed to a default value. The
default values for all settings (except FES:) are shown in the screens
illustrated opposite.

" We strongly suggest that you uselietail resolution for
most ofyourgraphing work. The gain in accuracy far out-

weighs anyspeedbenefitgained withFa5t =t~ resolution.

The second page of the =ILYE FLIOT SETLIFhas “check blanks” for
your graphing modes:

SIMULT check for simultaneous graphing or don’t for sequential
COMMELCT check for connected graphing or don’t for “dot” mode
HAES check to show the x-axis and y-axis
INV. CROSS  check for inverted “crosshairs” (show white on dark)
LHBELS check to have axes labeled with their ranges
LRI checkto havelattice points plotted (points that line up with

the tick marks on both axes)

AFde,|8 key allows you to toggle on or off any of these plot mode settings.

(The default settings are shown in the illustrated screens.)
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14. Working with Complex Numbers

On the HP 38G,the arithmetic keys perform different operations depending

on the type of mathematical objects involved. Inthis section, you'll see how

complex numbers are handled by the calculator.

Entering Complex Numbers

You can enter a complex number either as an ordered pair, (a,b), or in

algebraic form, a+bi.

Enter 2+3i as an ordered pair: (J2]7)3)ENTER L )

Note how the right parenthesis was added for you.

Enter -4+5i algebraically: (-x[4]+5 A-2)1JENTER) —H+5i
I: _q._! 5-'

Note that i is recognized as the complex number [H, 11. Note also how,
regardless of the form in which you enter a complex number (ordered pair

or algebraic), the result is always shown as an ordered pair.

Storing Complex Numbers

There are 10 variables designated for complex numbers: £1,ZZ, 23, ..., 29,
£H. To store a complex number, you must use one of those variable names.

For example:

 

(2]3DevL [y 3]

 

2
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Computational Examples Using Complex Numbers

To try the following examples, you can either type in the complex numbers

 

as shown or use the EH1&l feature.

Addition: L&y 21+0—4, 50

' —l:.q E: |

Subtraction: (F, 30-1—4, 57

L El_ll —: |

Multiplication: (7, 21#0—-4, 5]
l E.-l'l -:: -l

D|V|S|On I 1! 5' o l E! _3 ]

I::-]._l 1 |

Exponentiation: LH, &3
LH, =50

Modulus (absolute value): HESCD41 ]

n

Press and select the Liomp 1 24 menu to find other operations for work-

ing with complex numbers.

Argument: HEGLC-1, 10
135

I5°  This is the polar angle, 6, that a ray drawn from the origin

to the pointmakes with the positive x-axis. The value will

depend on whether your HOME screen is in degree or

radian mode (the example uses degree mode).

Conjugate: COMC3—41)
Lo )

Real part: RECZ—41)

Imaginary part: IMca-4i
-4
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15. Working with Lists

Many HP 38G operations can be applied to entire lists of elements.

Entering Lists

A liston the HP 38G is indicated like this,L s+ s s I, by braces, with
elements separated by commas. For example, to enter a list of the first 6

positive even integers, press2168712JENTER).

You should see this: L &b By 1M, 1F
L &b 8 108, 15 &

Notice how the right brace is added automatically for you.

Storing Lists

There are 10 designated variables forlists: L1,L¥, L3, ...,L9,LH. To store
a list, you must use one of these variable names. For example, to store the

above list, press (ANSWER)BT (A.Z)0)(1):  An=klLl
L &b By 16, 122

 

List Catalog

The HP 38G also has a convenient catalog and editor for your ten list varia-

bles. Press to see the LI=T CHTAHLIOG. This scroll-down menu
shows all of your lists and their lengths. (Every undefined list variable is, by

default, an empty list,%. I, withLenath H.) If you have not stored any lists
other than the above example, you willsee: L1 Lemgth &

LY Length H
L3 Lergth ©

L4 Lenath H

LS Leroth A
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List Editor

withL1 Lenath & highlighted, press BEUEE. Thetitle bar shows L1 at
the top, and the elements of the list are now displayed vertically with labels

indicating their positions:

 

1
1
T
e
0

N
F
e
0
0
™
0

l—
l-

10
Not all the elements are in view, but you can use 8 and §3 to scroll through

the list and see each of the elements. Use §J to see &2 1. Notice how
he “bottom” of the list is indicated by a horizontal shaded bar.

 

To edit an element in the list, highlight it and press @3\lg&. This will copy the

element to the Editline, where you can make changes. When you finish,

press glg8 or (ENTER}—or, if you change your mind, use [Hil148 or (ON).

 

To replace an elementin the list, highlight the position and start typing. The

new element appears on the Editline; completes the replacement.

To insert a new element in the list, highlight the position where you want to

insert the element and press il k%8. (To add an element on the end of the

list, highlight the horizontal shaded bar at the end.) The Editline becomes

active and you can type in your new entry. When you finish, press [l 3§

or (ENTER}—or,if you change your mind, press [H:1.[48 or (ON).

  

To delete an element from the list, just highlight it and press the key.

To delete all the elements from the list (i.e. to make it empty), press (CLEAR).

Amessage box will ask you if you are sure you wantto clear the list, offering

Bl114 and Ead3788 keys for your response.  

5" Whenyou finish editing orexamining the list, eitherpress

(LsT)again to return to the LI=T ZHTHLIS, or press
to return to the HOME screen.
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Creating a List in the Catalog

To store a new list, L, directly into the LIZT CHTHLIS, press ([UsT),
highlight L, and press BIE#. You will see Lin thetitle bar at the top of
the screen and the words Ermpty Li=t. Simply type in the elements of the
new list, pressing after each one.

  

For example, to enter the list of the first six prime numbers into LZ, just type

(2JENTER](3]ENTER)(5JENTER)(7JENTER)(1]1JENTER ENTER). When youfinish,
  

press again and see that you now have: L1 Lenoth &
L¥  Lensth &
L2 Lernoth H
L4 Length H
LS  Length H

Try one more example. Enter into list L3 the first 10 positive integers as
elements: Press E31kE, then (1]ENTER)(2JENTER)(3]ENTER)(4JENTER)(5JENTER)

(6JENTER)(7JENTER)(8JENTER)(SJENTER](1] JENTER).

   

     

 

 

  

Again, press tosee the LIZT LCHTHLIOLG:

L1 Length &
L Length &
L2  Length 1H
L4 Length H
LS Lernoth H
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Computational Examples Using Lists

These examples use the listsL1, L, and L= that you just stored. To recap:

I_]. IS { :1 '.'}1 F'! |-|I ].H 1:... :

L:: iSL l_-l lllII| I'-| 11 ]. :

LE: iS :.-. ].-ln lll n :;1 h l| l:q |:-:I_! ].EI :=

When a function is applied to a list, the result is the list of elements obtained

by applying the function to each element of the original list.

When an arithmetic operation is performed on two lists, the lists must be of

the same length (if they aren’t, you will get an Irwalid Dimension error
message). The resultis a list whose elements are the component-wise re-

sults of the operation.

When an arithmetic operation is performed between a number and a list,

then the result is a list obtained by distributing the operation with that num-

ber to each element. Go and try these examples:

Addition: L1+7

E "1'-:1-.11 1!-.:_" u_ }

L1+5
L %1, 1315 17 3

Subtraction: L1-L=

E El, 1.! 1.! 1.1 "'1_-: -1 2

L1-3

Ti

Multiplication: RER:

f 4,17, 28,56, 1168, 156 3

L1#3

:: h'l ].l_-l 1“1 l_.':l'-l _ll'.j!lh ]
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Division: Ll1
f1,.7% .583333333332, 875, 1.1, 1.88233292292BT B P P P P P P B T o |

L1-4
i -55 111-5121:-513 ::

Negation: -L

Exponentiation: I
T1, 4 &7, £06 3155 0606, 3235045 1677210, 3374504, 1HEHREEEERA¢

L1E

L1
L 4 16, 64 256, 1879, 4696 3

Reciprocal: L1*-1
L .5 85 . lBBEEREREEEE, . 175, o 1, 3. 33333333333E-F &

Special List Operations

Press and select the Li=t menu to find otherlist operations:

=I5T gives the list of first differences: 1™

s[STCHR=)
L 15, BH, 28, 26, 44

Notice that =L I5T subtracts the first element from the second, the second
from the third, and so on, resulting in a list having one less element than the

original. Try it again on the last result—to get a list of second differences:

=l[STCHP=)
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MLIST multiplies all list elements: MLISTOLE o
SbHEEH

=L IST sums all list elements: =L ISTCLS)

N N

FUfinds the position of an element:  FUSCL1, &)

SIZE finds the length of a list. SIZECLTD

FEVERSE reverses a list's elements: FEVERSECLE )

':: ].E:.-l 11! T'l 55 3.! ]. ::'

SORT puts list elements in increasing order:
SORTCL i -4, 7,3 3

Fog4 9o 30
L 4! a -In ._I.q ] J

COMCAHT concatenates (joins) two lists:  CHOMCHT LT, LED

Generating a List

MAKELIST generates a list by taking an expression involving an index vari-
able, the name of the index variable, and a start, end, and step value for that

variable.

For example: MAEELTSTCM™E, M, 1, vy &)

s £ Step
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16. Working with Vectors and Matrices

Onthe HP 38G, the arithmetic keys perform different operations depending

on the type of mathematical objects involved. Inthis section, you’ll see how

vectors and matrices are handled by the calculator.

Entering Vectors and Matrices

A vectoron the HP 38G is indicated by brackets, with its components sep-

arated by commas,like this: [ » 1

For example, to enter the vector [2,3,4], press: (1)(2)7)3]J4)(ENTER]

[ 2h

[&y Ss 9]

Notice how the right bracket was added automatically for you.

A matrixis entered as a “vector of vectors.” For example, to enter the matrix

sl
you type in a vector containing each row vector of the matrix:

[[1, 21, [4
[[1, 21y [3411

 

Again, notice how the closing right brackets are added for you.
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Storing Vectors and Matrices

There are 10 designated variables to be used for storing either vectors and

matrices: M1, M, M2, ..., M9,8. Here are some examples:

    

  

08080808 -10x(W [ 2 F1M1

[ty 3s 4]

(=X2)iSZM)2] [1, -11kME

[ ].:l _E:I ]. ]

(2OEOEDT#Az2ME) [0, 21, [, 41112    
[[1, 21, [5. 411

You can also use complex numbers in a vector or matrix:

(LAXC))e

 

[iZy =10, (s 12 IS
[id, =13, 02, 10]

Matrix Catalog

The HP 38G has a convenient catalog and editor for your vector and matrix

variables. Press to see theMATEI CHTAHLIOIS, a scroll-down
menu of all of your stored vectors and matrices and their dimensions. All

these variables have a default value of a 1x1 zero matrix, [[0]]. So, if you

have not stored any other vectors or matrices other than the examples just

discussed, you will see this:

Ml =3 ELEMEMT EEAL YECTOR
Me 3 ELEMEMT REEAL VECTOR
M3 £nd FEEHL MATEIA
M4 1al EEAL MHATEI=
M2 & ELEMEWT COMPLE= VECTOR

1Y 253.5 ID mdliy(20) D to, &3
] . . 131372.8
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Matrix Editor

Vectors and matrices can be displayed and edited in a tabular format some-

  what like a “spreadsheet.” With [l highlighted, press EJiE. In the first
two columns, you should see: Ml:  WECTOE

|

3= 4
You can use @8 and §4 to highlight each of the components. The value of

the highlighted componentis also displayed on the Editline. (If acomponent

is @ number with several digits, this allows you to see the entire number.)

To look at the matrix [12 in this format, return to the MIATE I+ CHTAHLIDG

by pressing(MATRIx)again. Then highlight[1= and press BTk&. Now all four
directional arrows can be used to move around this matrix.

 

Note that{1 Lci

sizes. And §

automatically advances:

horizontally to the right; Eeitk

downward; and just Eielil means the bar does not automatically advance.

     

To edit an entry in a vector or matrix, highlight it and press E34kg. This will

copy the element to the Editline where you can make changes. When you

finish, press [l;58 or (ENTER), or, if you change your mind, use [H;1.[18 or(ON).

 

To completely replace an entry in a vector or matrix, you can highlight the

position and just start typing. The new entry will appear on the Editline.

When you press it will replace the previous entry.

To inserta new componentin a vector, highlight the position where you want

8.Anew component, H, is automat-
ically inserted and highlighted, and you can now edit this component. When

youfinish, press gtor (ENTER), or,if you change your mind, use [#i{[{E
or (ONJ.
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To add an element at the end of a vector, highlight the empty space there

and press il 5 (note that this will change the dimension of your vector).

 

To insert a new row or column within a matrix, highlight where you want to

insert and press Bzlto be prompted for the choice of Fioor Cialumn. To
add a row on the bottom of a matrix, highlight anywhere in the row of spaces

below the matrix and press glk8. To add a column to the matrix, highlight

any positioninthe column of spaces to the right the matrix and press g1z5.

(Note: Inserting a row or column will change the dimension of your matrix.)

  

  

To delete an entry from a vector, highlight it and press (DEL). If you highlight
an entry in a matrix and press (DEL), you can delete either its FioiorLol Limr.

5" When you finish editing or examining a vector or matrix,
either press again to return to the MATEI
ZATAHLOLGS orpress(HOME) to return to the HOMEscreen.

There are two ways to reset a matrix variable (to the default zero matrix,

[[0]]): While displaying the matrix in table forminthe MIATE i< ELITOR,
you can press (CLEAR). Amessage box asks you to confirm your intention to

clear. Or, if you are in the FIATE I+ CTHTHLOG and highlight the name
of a matrix variable, then pressing has same effect. Toreset allthe mat-

rix variables, simply press inthe MATEICHTAHLOG.

Creating a Matrix in the Catalog

To store a new matrix in [1% directly in the MIHTEI CTHTHLIDG press
(MATRIX), highlight14, and press B[JE@. You will now see [with the single
element, H. Now just type the entries of the new matrix, pressing or

1]2 after each one. Use the directional arrow keys to move around. For

example, withel38 showing, type (8]ENTER)(-X]3JENTER)(5JENTER)&4

(ENTER)(4]ENTER)(1JENTER). Notice that as soon as you type the first entry of

the second row, the rest of the row is filled in with H’s. When youfinish, press

again and see [1*  Zx23 EEAL MATEIX in the catalog.
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Computational Examples Using Vectors and Matrices

The following examples use the vectors/matriceslf1, 2, 13, 14, and[15 that
you just stored: [11 is the 3-element real vector [y s %]

[Z is the 3-element real vector [ 1, =¥, 1]
2 is the 2X2 real matrix [[1, £, [ 2, ‘H]
% is the 2X3 real matrix [[&, -2 51, [t 4. 111
[ is the 2-element complex vector [{&, =11, (¥ 17]

A wide variety of arithmetic operations can be performed vectors, matrices,

real and complex numbers on the HOME screen. As long as a calculation

makes “sense” with respect to the dimensions of the objects involved, the

HP 38G will carry it out. These examples will illustrate.

Addition: 1+
[3. 1, 5]

[M4-+114
[[].hq h-l ].H] [q'qiy I_.]]

Subtraction: M1-e
[1,5, 3]

Negation: =13
[[_]..'l _E]s [—E::I "'"1']]

Scalar multiplication: G011
[1H, 15, ZH]

-2#[3
[[-, =41, [-6, —5]]

Length (norm) of a vector using (ABs):  HESCI1)
o, o851e458613

Use this to find a unit vector in the same direction as the original:

M1 -Hn=
[. 371398676354, . 55788614532, . 742751352769 ]
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Inverse of a matrix using (x): [fa"-1
[[-2, 11, [1.5,-.51]

Matrix multiplication: I"23*[An=
[[1,H], [H, 1]]

I3[
[[4 571y [16, 7, 1911

Note thatif you attempt to multiply [14#[13, you will get an Invalid Dimension
error—matrix multiplication is not generally commutative

Squaring a matrix: [2As

[L7 181, [153, 2211

Dot and Cross Products

Press and select the [Mattix menu to find other operations for
working with vectors and matrices. Here are some examples:

Dot product of two vectors: OOTCML, M2
H

A dot product can be calculated for any two vectors of the same dimension.

Cross Product: CEROSSC[E, 241, [1, -2, 110

[ 1 ].:l :l —-I-I]

Note that the cross product can be calculated only for two 3-dimensional

vectors (although you can key in 2-dimensional vectors—the HP 38G will

assume that they are actually 3-dimensional and that their third compo-

nents are H). If the vectors to be “crossed” are not scalar multiples of one

another, the cross product gives a vector that is mutually perpendicular to

both of the original vectors.
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Special Operations for Matrices

SIZE gives the dimension(s) as a list:  SIZECI1)

STZECHS) -

Determinant of a matrix: OETCMZ) ]

Inverse of a matrix: IMVERSECMZ)
[["'E:l ].]'I [1.55 _-5]]

Trace of a matrix: TEACEM=)

n

Transpose of a matrix: TEMCM4)

[[:'1 l...] ['1"1'] [11]]

And try this now: Hri=+14kE
[[&5, -2, 331, [-3¢, &5, -111, [38, -11, 2611

If you press to bring up the FIATE Iix CATAHLDG you will find &
there. Highlight it and press E31E& to view this new matrix in table form.

Generating a Matrix

AKEMAT generates a matrix by taking an expression involving index
variables (I for rows; .| for columns) and the numberof rows and columns.

The result matrix’s elements are obtained by evaluating the expression at

each possible pair of index values (l,J) and placing the result at row |,

column J.

For example: MAKEMAT C I*E+02, 2, 20

[[¥. 5], [3 81, [ 18, 1211
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17. Statistics

Press (LiB)and §@ to highlight =t at. i=st i==. Press BTl , which automati-
cally “presses” (NuMJ, where you see a table with column headings:

n] C1 C2 | C3 | C4
1 mlmlm

 

 

TheotherApLets (Funct ion, Parametric, Folar, Sequence, and Solue)
“press” when you Eiil;liill, because you likely start by entering form-

ulas or equations, but with =tat i =t i3 you probably start by entering stat-
istical data, so Eilildil goes to the STATISTICS HUMERIC “IEHM.

  

There are 10 dedicated data variables C1, [, ..., L9 CH. You can think of
each one as representing a column of data in a table. The first column

shows 11, the row numbers for your data columns. You can use the direc-

tional arrows € and @ to scroll from column to column, and ¥ and §3 to

scroll through the data entries in a specific column.

1-Variable vs. 2-Variable Statistics

There are two “flavors” of statistical work that you can perform with data on

the HP 38G.

1-variable refers to the types of summary statistics (such as mean, median,

standard deviation, etc.) that are commonly used in the description of a

single data set (or a set of data values and corresponding frequencies of

each value). Such data is often graphically displayed using histograms or

box-and-whiskers plots.

2-variable refers to the types of statistics (such as correlation and covari-

ance) that are commonly used for paired data. Such data is often graphic-

ally displayed using a scatterplot, where each pair of values are used as

coordinates of a point. In searching fora mathematical model for such data,

we often look for a function whose graph bestfits these points.
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NUM Menu

The type of statistics is chosen using the flfth menukey,WhICh is a toggle

 

or confirms the edited version; [8;1.[418 or restores the original.

 

o4lets you insert a new data value at the position occupied by the high-

light bar. All other data values in that column will then shift forward.

 

11118 lets you sort a column’s data values in either ascending or descend-

ing order. (If the data are paired with those of another column, you can stip-

ulate that the paired entries move in parallel, keeping the pairing intact.)

 

jled is a toggle that controls the font size of the data entries.

 

ilB84 calculates and displays a variety of statistics in tabular form (the

types depending on whether &M1or B=Milifll is toggled on).

 

I°  WhenStatistics is active, provides no variable.

Changing, Deleting, and Clearing Data

To change a data value, simply highlight it and type in the new value.

erases the highlighted data value (and the data entries below the deleted

entry will shift upwards one row); erases an entire column of data.

I5°  When you press (CLEAR), the HP 38G will ask you if you
really wantto clear that column, and offeryou g.[

gind38 keys for you to cancel or verify.
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Planetary Data Example

To explore the various options available with both types of statistics, con-

sider some data on the planets in the solar system. Press and enter:

 
M L1 L Lo C4
1 TG - HEEE o4
2 .1EE L Ten B15
3 HEoH 1.817H 1. HEH
4 1,280 1.7e2% 1.881
o 4.9531  S.45E5 11.86E
b 9.8851 1H.H/30 29,455
i 18,2814 FH.E346  S94.H13
& 29,7812 3R.334E 164,70
9 SH.BEER 49,3570 248,438

The row numbers correspond to the planets: 1 Mercury

2 Venus

3 Earth

4 Mars

5 Jupiter

6 Saturn

7 Neptune

8 Uranus

9 Pluto

In the first column, L1, is each planet’s perihelion distance (the shortest
distance between the planet and the sun during its orbit), measured in as-

tronomical units (1 au =the Earth’s mean distance from the sun). Inthe sec-

ond column, CZ, is each planet’s aphelion distance (the farthest distance
between planet and sun during orbit), also measured in astronomical units.

Andinthe third column, L3, is each planet’s period of revolution (time forone

complete orbit), measured in Earth years.
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Retrieving Data and Creating New Data

The columns of data, L1, L, C3, etc., behave like lists for the purposes of
computation on the HOME screen. For example, if you press and
type ENTER] you will see all nine perihelion distances displayed as

a list.

To retrieve a particular entry in a data column,just type in the row number

in parentheses after the name of the column. For example, typing

retrieves Jupiter’s period of revolution, 11.862 earth years.

This list capability gives you a great way to generate new data columns from

existing data. For example, the mean distance of a planet from sun is just

the average of its perihelion and aphelion distances. Now, you could com-

pute (or look up) each of the nine averages and enter them in a fourth col-

umn, L1, but there is a much easier way. On the HOME screen, simply type

 

el

This computes the entire list of averages and stores them in tabular form.

Press now and use the directional arrows to see the data displayed:

4

1
1
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Notice that whenever a data entry is highlighted,it is also displayed on the
Editline.
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Calculating 1-Variable Statistics

Under you select the “flavor” of statistics you want to investigate. Be

sure thatilis showing, so that the 1-variable statistics are activated.

Press(SyMB)to select the columns of data you wish to investigate. There are

five slots, H1, HZ, ...H2 for entering and selecting columns of datafor stat-
istical calculation or graphical display. (Scroll down withfl to see H5) The

menu under (SymB] is 30lg Pl |l Bim oiee G e
is simply for typing convenience, and the 48|

  

is for selecting.

To begin, enter1, L&, 3, C4 in the slots for H1, HZ, H3, H4, respectively.
Each will be checked automatically. JH1: [l 1

JfHE:  CF 1
JH3: 3 1
JHY: 4 1

The 1 by each slot represents the default frequency count for that column.

In other words, each entry in each column has an assumed frequency of1.

For summary statistics for each column of data, return to and press

888, A table shows a set of 1-VAR statistics for each selected column.

 

Statistic Description

Mz Mumbetr of Oata Foints
TOTE Total  (sum of data)
MEAME lean  (arithmetic average of data)
FWAR Fopulation Mariance
SVAR Sample Mariance
FSOEY Fop. Standard Dewviation
SSOEY Sample Std Oewiation
MINE flinimum  (smallest data value)
11 1=t [uart ile (25% ofdata atorbelowthis value)
MEDIAM fledian (50% of data at or below this value)
1= drd [uart ile (75% of data ator below this value)
[HAE Mawimum  (largest data value)
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Use the directional arrows to scroll around this table of statistics. When the

name of a statistic is highlighted in the first column of the table,its descrip-

tion is displayed on the Editline. When the value of a statistic is highlighted

for one of the columns H1...H%, its value appears in full machine precision
on the Editline. (When you finish examining the statistics, press gl:48.)

 

Sometimes one column of data may represent the frequency counts for an-

other column. For example, column 7 could represent blood types in a
population (0 = type O, 1 =type A, 2 = type B, 3 = type AB); and column L&

the number of people with each type (1HHHEH, 35HHH, Z5HHE, 2HEH, res-
pectively). You could denote this under simplyby Ha: [ Lk

Guide to the 1-Variable STATISTICS SETUP Screens

Thereisno STATIST ICS HUMERIC ZETUF; pressing does
nothing. The other setup screens depend on whether you have &}lor

toggled on under (a small 1% or 24 will show in the upperleft

corner of the title bar of the setup screens to remind you). With active

bringsyouto 1% STHT ISTICS SYMEOLIC SETUF, where
you set the angle measure mode (if relevant):

  

ZE: STATISZTICE FYMEOLIC SETUP 833888

AMGLE MEARSURE: [NETmbERS

CHOOSE AMGLE MERSURE
I(TIIB

 

bringsyouto STHT ISTICS FLOT SETUF, where you can set
the dimensions of the viewing windowfor graphing and the modes that con-

trolhow graphs are displayed. There are two pages of settings here; youcan

move between them with the g3 d keys.
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EPPIERE STATISTICS PLOT SETUP EEN¥E STATISTICS PLOT SETUP
sTATPLOT: [RERA  HWIDTH: | RTICK: YTICK: 1
RRNG: =2 24 ¥ RHES _INY. CROSS
YRNG: —2 18.6 _GRID _ LABELS
HRNG: B 28

SELECT STATISTICS PLOT TYPE ENTER HORIZONTAL TICK SPACING
ITETI BTIYT     

Firstonthe 1% STHTISTICS FLOT SETLF are window settings:

STHTPLOT: choice of plot HIST or BUsWHISKER
el AlMIM and #lMH: (left and right edges of the viewing window)
YEMG: YIMIM andfT1H(lower and upper edges of the viewing window)
HWIOTH: the width (interval size) each frequency bar represents
HEML: the range of values for which frequency bars will be plotted

To change a highlighted setting, either type in the value you want or press

and edit the current setting. When a choice of options is available,

a[di[E] key offers a menu box of available choices. Use @8 and §4to select

the option you want. In all cases, use (!5l or (ENTER) to make the change;
8i1. 195 or(ONJto cancel. resets the setting to a default value. The default

values for all settings are shown in the screen above.

   

The second page ofthe 1% STHTISTICS FLOT SETUF has “check
blanks” for your graphing modes and settings for the tick marks on the axes:

el ICkK: the spacing of the marks on the x-axis
YTICK: the spacing of the marks on the y-axis
H-E= check to show the x-axis and y-axis
IMW, CEOSS  check for inverted “crosshairs” (show white on dark)
LABELS check to have axes labeled with their ranges
LRI check to have lattice points plotted (points that line up

with the tick marks on both axes)
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Plotting Histograms

Only one histogram can be plotted at a time. As an example, suppose we

want to see a histogram of the planets’ perihelion distances. First, go to

and [EIEITE only vH1: 1. Next, press to set up the screen
for plotting. Then press to reset all the plot settings to their default

values (including =TATFLIT:, showing Hi=t for histogram). Now, set the
HREMG: from H to 2H, and press(PLOT) to see the histogram.

  

The directional arrows€ and @ will now move you from one histogram in-

terval to another, showing you the frequency of data points in each. For

example, the first histogram interval shown isH1: [H. .11 (since HWILTH
was set at the default of 1), with a frequencyF : 3. This meansthat 3 planets
have a perihelion distance less than 1 (Mercury, Venus, and Earth).

Asyou use@to “trace,” you see the frequency of data pointsin eachinterval

(several have a frequencyF: H). The screen will automatically scroll to the
right to reach those histogram bars not in view in the original window.

Note that if you press [&I3:Il] you get the usual plot menu options:

 

200N| TRACE}CHYXJDEFN:

 

Press [EI9:ITH again to remove all the menu key labels (pressing any menu

key will restore those menu labels and i@l will redisplay the intervals

and frequencies).
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Box-and-Whiskers Plots

A popular way to visually display the range of a data set with its median and

quartiles is the “box-and-whiskers” plot. Unlike histograms, you can plot

more than one (up to five) of these at once on the HP 38G.

For example, suppose you want to examine a box-and-whiskers plot of both

the perihelion and aphelion distances of the planets. First, press and
checkbothHl: [landHZ: LE. Next, press PLOT)to set up the screen
for plotting. Use to resetall the plot settings to their default values,

then set #RNG to [2,50] and Boeblhiskers for STHTPLOT: (so that
in:<bl shows). Press(PLOT) to see the plots.

 

  
 

 

   

 
H1.MED: 4.9531

 

The end of the left “whisker” marks the minimum of the data points.

The left edge of the box indicates the first quartile.

The line segment inside the box indicates the median.

The right edge of the box indicates the third quartile.

The end of the right “whisker” marks the maximum of the data points.

€ and @ will now trace from quartile to quartile on a single box-and-

whiskers, showing the value at the bottom of the screen. With more than

one box-and-whiskers, ¥ and §3 will switch you from one to another. The

screen will scrollto reach quartiles notin view inthe original viewing window.
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Calculating 2-Variable Statistics

Goto(NuMJto toggle gBN1to=lto activate 2-variable statistics. Press

to select the pairs of data columnsyou wish to investigate. There are
five sets, 51, 5,53, 5%, and 55, for entering and selecting pairs of columns
for statistical calculation or graphical display. With each set you can also

choose a modelto fit to the data (use §3 to see all five sets).

  The menu in )EDIT|CHE:)5 . s Bnai

a typing aid; [5d8;1:8 is for selecting. Press to reset the choices and

   

then, for the data set=1, enter EEEHER3) (planets’ periods of revolution) and

faid4) (planets’ mean distances from the sun):  +=51:  [3 C4
JFitl: mEnth

Fitds  m¥Esth

To calculate a variety of relevant statistics for this pair of data columns,

returnto and pressEflilis. Atable shows acolumn of 2-VAR statistics:

Statistic Description

MEAMN: flean of & (average of data in first column)
& Sum of ® (sum of data in first column)
e Sum of B (sum of squaresin first column)
MEAMY flean of Y (average of data in second column)
ET Sum of Y (sum of data in second column)
a1 Sum of Y (sum of squares in second column)
ST Sum of #B#Y  (sum of products)
CORER Correlat ion
Co Lovariance

Use the directional arrows to scroll through the table of statistics. When the

statistic name is highlighted in the first column,its description appears on

the Editline. When any table value is highlighted,its full precision appears

on the Editline. When you finish examining the statistics, press [l  
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Guide to the 2-Variable STATISTICS SETUP Screens

Thereisno STHT ISTICS MUMERIC SETUR; pressing does
nothing. The other setup screens depend on whether you have BET;13 or

=il toggled oniin (asmall1¥ or&¥ will show in the upperleft corner
of the title bar to remind you ).

 

With [T active, @@(symB) displays 2% STHTISTICS SYMBEOLIC
':'ETlIF, where you set the angle measure mode (if relevant)You canalso

= the typeof regression fit for any of the five paired sets of data, 51,
"C, EE, 5%, or -

 

 

¥E: STATISTICS SYMBOLIC SETUP 33588
AMGLE MERSURE: |[SEmbl=InE=

31IFIT:Linear seFIT:Linear
3FIT:Linear FAT:Linear
S5FIT:Linear

CHOOSE ANGLE MERSURE
I(TINN

 

   

bringsyouto STAT ISTICZ FLOT SETUF, where you can set
the dimensions of the viewing windowfor graphing, and set the modes that

control how graphs are displayed. There are two pages of settings here; you

   

  

  

    

move between them with the E&eslolE158&8 and BBlLC]e

RSTATISTICS PLOT SETUP LEEE STATISTICS PLOT SETUP

#kNG: EE 24 RTICK: ¥TICK: 1
YEHG: — 2 14,6 _ COMMNECT _INV. CRO%S

S1MARK: = *2MARK: £ 53IMARK: v RRES _LABELS

SYMARK: ;5 >*SMARK: X —GRID

ENTEE MINIMUM HORIZONTAL VALUE ENMTEE HORIZONMTAL TICK 3PACING

ETTA EIIY
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Onthefirstpage ofthe2% STHTISTICE FLOT SETUFare yourwin-
dow settings and the selections for the type of marks you can choose for the

points shown in a scatter plots.

ARG AMIM and #IMHA (left and right edges of the viewing window)
N(P YMIN and'R (lower and upper edges of the viewing window)
S1MARE:  how a point for data set 51 is displayed
SZMARE:  how a point for data set 5 is displayed
S3MARE:  how a point for data set =2 is displayed
S4MARE:  how a point for data set =% is displayed
SaMAEE:  how a point for data set 57 is displayed

To change a highlighted setting, either type in the value you want or press

i dBE and edit the current setting. When a choice of options is available,

a key gives you a menu box of available choices. Use 8 and §3 to
select the option you want. In all cases, you press [gi!] ;558 or (ENTER) to make

the change, or [:1. 148 or if you change your mind. If you press the

setting is automatically changed to a default value. Default values for all

settings are shown in the screens on the previous page.

  

Thesecondpageofthe2 STHT I=TICS FLOT SETLF has“blanks”

 

to Ed®1l your desired graphing modes and settings for the axis tick marks:

a1LK the spacing of the marks on the x-axis
YTICE: the spacing of the marks on the y-axis
COMMECT check for connected graphing or don’t for “dot” mode
HAE= check to show the x-axis and y-axis
INV. CROS5  check for inverted “crosshairs” (show white on dark)
LABELS check to have axes labeled with their ranges
GREID checkto have lattice points plotted (points that line up with

the tick marks on both axes)
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Scatterplots

A scatterplot of points (coordinate pairs) is a useful way to display paired

data. For example, suppose you want to see the planets’ mean distances

from the sun plotted against their periods of revolution. Each scatterplot

point (one for each planet), would have its first coordinate (independent

variable) represent the period of revolution and the second coordinate (de-

pendent variable) represent the mean distance to the sun. First, goto
and see that this is exactly what you have for S1: 4513  [3 L4
Now, press to set up the screen for plotting. Press te reset
all the plot settings to their default values. Press(PLOT)to see the scatterplot.

10 11-.2841. .3871

 

Now &) and @ will move you from one point to another, showing you both

the label of the point (51[11,51[1, ...,51[9] for the nine planets) and the
coordinates. As you use @ to trace the points, the screen will scroll both to

the right and up to reach points not in view in the original viewing window.

[EI3T offers the usual plot menu options: ElTEE AIT;Ts :
Press [BI3:11] again to remove all the menu key labels (any menu key will
restore the menu labels and gfi5l redisplays coordinates of the points).

  

If you select more than one pair of columns for scatterplots, then you need

a way to distinguish the points belonging to the different scatterplots. You

have a choice offive different marks (forfive possible scatterplots) by using

[EEfor5 1MAREK, SEMARK, ..., S3MARE inthe2START ISTICS FLOT
SETLIF (@PLoT). When you have more than one scatterplot, 8 and &3
allow you to switch from one data set to another while tracing.
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Fitting Equations to Data

A model for paired data (x,y) is a function y =f(x). The “fit” of the modelis

measured by how well the graph of y = f(x) fits the plotted data points. A

regression function is a function of a certain type that is chosen on a “least

squares” criterion. For example, a regression line is a linear function f(x)

chosen so that the sum of the squared differences (y-f(x))? is as small as

possible for all the data points (x,y).

You can choose from among several different standard regression models

for paired data (or make one up of your own). To select a model for the

planetary data (where #is the period of revolution in data column L3 and
' is the mean distance from the sun in data column L%), press to
gotothe 2=THTIJICS SYMBOLIC SETUR. HighlightS1FIT
and press [HII[1F to see the choices possible:

Type Formulaf(x)

Lirear mEA+h
Logarithmic mELNCAI+0
Ewponent ial bEPD)
Foset b™m
Huadrat ic aEAEHhERC
Cubic FERTAHhERSoER+d
Logistic L0 1+a=EnPr-b*s1)
User Defined Fra)
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  Highlight the fit of your choice and then press

For example, [0 Fowet for S1FIT and press BHE@. Then return to

to see 4=l L3 4

'-l.‘F 1 'I: 1 = tr:':-::-::""'p'l

  

Now press(PLOT) to see the scatterplot once again. Press Bl&to see the
regression power function of best least-squares fit.

 

Press [[[33:H to see the equation of the function (though it won't fit on

screen). For a better look, return to and highlight Fit 1, then press
5311and you can scroll through the whole formula.

 

To enter a function of your own choosing, simply go to (SYMB), highlightF it 1
and type an expression of your choice. (Try this with#™23} and compare
thatfit to the power function the HP 38G found for you. Kepler originally

came up with this choice!)
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18. Guide to the VAR Menu

All variables are found underthe menu. When you press(VAR)you'll see

a two-column menu. The left column shows the types of HOME variables.

 

TYPE  DESCRIPTION

Comples  Complex variables £1, Z2, ..., £H
Graphic  Graphics variables 31, 52, ..., GH
Libirary  ApLets Funct ion, Parametric, Polar, Sequence, Solue,

Statistics, and any other user-saved ApLets
List List variables L1, LZ, ..., LH
Matrisx  Matrix and Vector variables [11, M2, ..., I
[Modes MODESsettings Ani=, Date, HAngle, Hligit s, HFormat

Ierr, Time
Motepad Motes (named as you choose)
Prroot-am  Progt-ams (named as you choose). Note thattheEditline is

considered to be a program.

Feal Real variablesH,B,C, ...,Y, £, 8

Navigating the VAR menu

Use @8 and §3 to scroll to the variable type of your choice. As you move from

type to type, the right-hand column changes to show you those variables.

For example,if you scroll down to the Li=t category, the right-hand menu
should show the menu oflist variables L1, L¥, ..., LH. As with all HP 38G
scroll-down menus,if you scroll past the lastitem, you return to the firstitem.

 

After highlighting the variable type you want, press @ (or !l 588 or (ENTER))

to move to the right-hand column (the category on the left will now have a

box around it). Now you can scroll through this menu for the specific varia-

ble that you want. Highlight the desired variable and press [giltl8 or (ENTER).

To return to the left-hand column of the menu, press €. If you change

your mind and simply want to leave the menu, press [H;l, 188 or (ON).
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Retrieving by NAME or VALUE

When using the VAR menu to retrieve a variable, you can retrieve its name
or its value. For example, go and type (3A..Z]A). Press and
see that [ZTiTaLA is toggled on (the [ replaces the @ in ELIEE). Select the
category Fzal and press EiFEa. Now with A highlighted, press BS
again—the variable name, H is echoed to the Editline. Repeatthe process

with BETETE] toggled on this time...now you get H’svalue, 3 on the Editline.

   

    

Default Values of HOME Variables

The variables reserved for real numbers, complex numbers, graphics,lists,

and matrices always have a default value if you do not store a value yourself.

 

VARIABLE DEFAULT VALUE

Complex variables £1, £2, ..., ZH LH, 1)
Graphics variables 31, i, ..., GH a blank screen
List variables L1, L%, ..., LH L I (an empty list)
Matrix variables [1, &, ..., MH [[H]] (a 1x1 zero matrix)

o
|

Real variablesH,B,C, ....a, 7, 2, H

Many of the liade= default to a value corresponding to a particular setting:

  

MODE POSSIBLE VALUES DEFAULT VALUE

Hn= last computed result from screen H
HHngle 1 Oearees ¢ Eadians 32 Grads 1
HOigit= H-11 digits after decimal mark H

(inFixed, Scientific, orEngineetring)
HFormat H Standard 1 Fiwed & Scientific H

3 Emngiresrina 4 Fraction

[err H-11 digits of precision for definite integrals K
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Some Navigational Shortcuts for Menus

If you know the first letter of the category you want, just press the key with

that letter to go to that section of the menu (i.e. it's not necessary to press

first). For example, if you are in the left-hand menu and you press (R)

(the multiplication key), this selects the Fizal category.

In the case of more than one category starting with the same letter, the letter

key always takes you to the next category beginning with that letter. For

example, if you are at the top of the menu of categories (with Liomip12

highlighted) and you press once, you go immediately tol ibit-ar4. Press
again and you go toLi=t. The same shortcut applies when you are in

a particular menu from the right-hand column.

You also may find it useful to know that (8 or @84 always takes you to

the top or the bottom of a menu, respectively. And when you are in the right-

hand menu, the @@ will advance you, one “page” (four entries) at a time,

through the menu until you reach the end.
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ApLet Variables

Each of the ApLets (Furict ion, Farametric, Folar, Sequence, Solue,
and St at is1 ic=) hasits own set of variables associated with it. To get the
menu of variables associated with the current ApLet, press [ilaH3i} on the

screen. This brings up a new double-menu of the variables for that

ApLet.

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

Fliot Variables associated with the (PLOT) settings
Sumbio] ic Equations associated with the settings
Mumetric Variables associated with the settings
Mote The variable called MoteText found under
Sketch Two variables called FazeMum and Fage found under

SKETCH

On the next two pages are a listing of all the variables that can be found in

each category of each ApLet.
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Funct ion

A Directory of ApLet Variables

SEqUEnCE

Plot Variables forApLets

Solue Stgtistici
 

Hues
Connect
Conrid

FastREes
Lrid
IndefF
InuCross
Labels
Fecenter
Simult
Tracing
ACEOSS
Tcrujg

st ick
Y1 ick
i
AT
LY .2
TmMln
Ll . .
T

B0
Yoz

Flot. FCH
Hi-ea
Bttremm
[sect
Fioot.
Slope
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BTI

Conrect
oo

FastEes
Lrid
Indep
InuCross
Label=
Fecenter
Simult
Tracing
ACEOSS
Yioross
at 1ok
Y1iclk
Amin
e
Ymin
U
FZO
YZooim
Tmin
Trina
Tstep

Parametriq_Pmlar
Hues

Lonnect
oo

FastRes
Lrid

Indep
InuCross
Labels

Recent et
Simuglt
Tracing
HCESS
Voross
at ick
Wik
Amin
AE
Ymin
e
FZI00
YZoiom
Hmin
Hrinas:
=11 T

Fl

Hues

Lonmect
oo

FastRes
Lrid
Indep
InuCross
Labe]ls
Fecent er
Simult
Tracing
ACOSS
Yoross
atichk
Ttick
Amin
AT
Ymirn
Tmas
I
Yoo
Mrin
Mz

SeqH 1ot

H:es

Conmect
oo

FastRes
Lrid
Indep
ImiCross
Labels
Fecenter
Simult
Tracing
e
Yioross
at ik
Y1ick
Amin
P
Ymin
e
e
YEo

Hues

Connect
oo

FastEes
Lrid
Indep
ImCross
Labels
Fecenter
Simalt
Tracing
W
Yoross
At ick
Y1ick
Amin
A
Ymin
Tmas
AO
YZoom
Hmin
Hmas:
Huidth
StatPlot
S1Mark
Selark
Sallark
S4arl:
Salflark
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Funct ion
Arale
F1
Fe
F1
F4
F5
Fi
F
1
L

F3
Fi

Funct ion

Symbolic Variables forApLets

Farametric Polar  Sequence Solue  Statistics
Hrale Arhgle  Anale Arale Hrgle
i V1 F1 1 El SFitl
we YE B2 Lz EZ SFitE
w3 Y3 RS L3 E3 atita
a4 Y4 R4 4 E4 SFitd
%S YS RS 5 ES SFit5
A YR R L& EG
Al R L7 EX
w3 e e L o
®9¥Y3 RS L ES
#E Y R LK EH

Numeric Variables forApLets

Farametric Polar  Sequence Solue  Statistics
 

Oigit=

Format,
MumiCol
MumFont,
Mum I ndep
Mmoo
MumSt art.
MumSt ep
MumTape
MumZoo

Function
Mot eTewt

Function

Oigits  Digits  Digits Digits C1 Digits
Format Format Format Format CF  Format
MumCio ] MumiCiol MumCiol MumCol L3 MumCol
MumFort  MumFont  MumFont C4 MumFont
MumInder MNumlndep MNumIndep Lo
MumFow  NumBEow  MumBow NumBow 0 NumBo
MumStart MumStart  NumStact 7 5t at Mode
MumStep  MumStep NumStep 5
MumTupe  MumTupe  NumTgpe L3
MumZoom  NumZoom  NumZoom CH

Note Variables for ApLets

Farametric Polar Sequence Solue  Statistics
MoteTewt NoteTewt HNoteTewt NoteTewt MNoteTewt

Sketch Variables forApLets

Farametric Polar !
 

FaceMum
Fage

equence Solue  Statistics
ageMurm FageMum  Pagebium

= =
FageMum  PageMNum fi 5 =
Fage Fage Fag Fag Fage
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19. Guide to the MATH Menu

All math functions not on the keyboard are under the menu. When
you press you’ll see a two-column menu overlaid on your calculator

screen. The left column contains the categories of MIATH FLIMHCT ICHE.

Categories of Math Functions

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

Calculus Tools for derivatives, integrals, and Taylor polynomlals
CompL Tools for working with complex numbers

Constant Special constants (like e and i)
Hupetb. Hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic functions
Li=t Tools for working with lists
Loop Tools for iteration, recursion, and summation

Mati Tools for working with both vectors and matrices
Fiolaniom. Tools for working with polynomials
Frab. Tools for probability (like combinations and permutations)
Feal Tools for real numbers
Stat-Two Tools for predictions with paired data
Sumbiol i Tools for working algebraically with expressions
Tests Logical operators and relations (like ., £, , &)
Trig. Other trigonometric and inverse trigonometric functions

Programming Commands and Constants

Press the [gIEd key in to activate the double menu for FEOIGEAM
ZOMMAMDYE. Press the EENLER key in to activate the double menu
for FEOGEAM COMSTHMTS. Programming is not discussed here.
Refer to your HP 38G owner’s manual or to A Guide to the HP 38G MATH

Menu and Programming for a discussion of programming.
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Navigating the Menu

Use @8 and fto scroll to the category of your choice. As you move,the right-

hand column will change to show you the contents of each category. For

example,if you scroll down to the H4Fet-b. category, the right-hand menu

shows the hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic functions. As with all HP 38G

scroll-down menus, if you scroll past the last item, you return to the first item.

 

After highlighting the category you want, press @ (or El!l:%or (ENTER)) to

move to the right-hand column. (The category selected in the left-hand

columnis nowin abox.) Now you can scroll through the menu for this cate-

gory to get the item you want. When you have highlighted the desired item,

just press B!l&8il or (ENTER). To get back to the left-hand column level of the

menu, press € again. If you change your mind and simply want to

leave the menu, press 8],15 or (ON).

  

Some Navigational Shortcuts for Menus

The categories are arranged alphabetically, as is the menu for each

category (for the most part). If you know the first letter of the category you

want,just press the key with that letter to go that section of the menu. (It's

not necessary to press first, but it won’t hurt anything.) For example,

if you are in the left-hand menu for IATH FLIHCT IOMS and you press
(the (9] key), this selects the [latri: category.

If more than one category starts with the same letter, a letter key always

takes you to the nextcategory beginning with that letter. For example,if you

press (P) once, you go immediately to Foldrom. Press (P) again and you
go toFrobi. The same shortcut applies when you are in a particular menu

from the right-hand column.

Also, note that (N or @&4 takes you to the top or the bottom of a menu,

respectively. And when you are in the right-hand menu, the@ will advance

you one “page” (four entries) at once through the menu.
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Directory of MATH Functions

This section is a directory of all the math functions found in (MATH). See also

Sections 14, 15, and 16 for working examples (and for a comprehensive

description of all these functions and their syntax, please refer to your HP

38G owner’s manual).

CATEGORY

Caloulus

Comp 1esw

Const ant

Hapetrb.

List

LDDP

104

CONTENTS

3 I TAYLOR

HF COM. II" FE

& (= 2.71828182846) i(=(0,1))
fIHREAL (= 9.99999999999E499) MIMREEAL (= 1.E-499)
T (= 3.14159265359)

HLO=H H=INH HTHNH
COSH SINH THMH
AL EsF Ex=FI11 LMF1

CONCHT al [5T MAKELIST  wLIST
FLS FEVERSE SIZE 2L IST
SOET

ITERATE RECURSE T
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Mati

Fiolgniom.

Frob.

-
‘
-

i o —

St at-Tuo

Suymbio] i

— i i = L

Trig.

COLNORDM
0ot
INVERSE
MAREMAT
REEF
SPECERD
TEM

FOLYCOEF

COME
UTFC

CEILIMG
FERC
[HMT

ROLND

FRED

fiUDTE

NOT

ACOT
caT
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COmMO

EIGEMYAL
LI
LIE
SCHUR
LI

FOLYEMAL

!
LUTFF

DEL=+RFAD
Hf5+
[H
% CHANGE
510N

FRELY

[S0OLATE
I

o
A
b

LF:

ACSE
CaC

CROSS
EIGENY
LSE!
FHME,
SIZE
WL

FOLYFORM

FERI
LITFM

FLOOR
+HI"M5

MIN
% TOTHL
TRUNC

L INEARY

HHL
wlR

HSELC
SEC

DET
TDEMMAT
LL
FLLMOREM
SFECMORDM
TRHLCE

FOLYROOT

FHNOICN
UTFT

FHEDOT
INT
MO
FAO=DEG
APON

LILIAC

IFTE
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20. Making Notes and Sketches

You can create notes of text or sketch pictures on the HP 38G.

The (NOTEPAD

If you press (@) you will see a screen with the title bar HOTE
ZATHLIDG. To create a new note, press BLl958. At the prompt,type the
name of your choice, then ]88or (ENTER) (or [#i1.[48 or (ON)if you change
your mind). Forexample, typein (A..Z))H]E[L)(L)(0)as the name of your note
and press EI[EE. The title bar will change to show HELLDI MOTE. Now
you can type in whatever text you wish. Notice the extra menu keys that are

provided for typing convenience.

  

Note Editor

 

iBsf=8 on the menu is an “alpha lock” key that can be toggled on or off. (A

small white square lights up on the menu label when it is activated.) When

the alpha is locked on, the regular key can be used to temporarily turn

it off (if you need to type a number, for example). As soon as you press any

key, the a will come back on automatically. (Press to lock lowercase

letters.) Eixit8d and L3845 (backspace) are also here for typing conve-

nience. serves as a “carriage return” and will bring you to a new line.

Example Using the CHARS Menu

gives you access to additional special characters, mathematics

symbols, Greek letters, punctuation, and diacritical marks. With [ =g off,

press(CHARS). Moveto the ‘. on the first row with the directional arrow {§ and
press gl88 when it is highlighted. This “echoes” the symbol back to your

note exactly where your cursor was flashing. (To retrieve several symbols

in a row from(CHARS), use [l 38,11l instead of [i1:#8for each character. Then
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press [lafter echoing the last character you want.) Now lock alpha by
pressing fliE# (the white square should appear), and type:

 

(hold @@ down for lower case letters)

(to turn off the alpha lock)

(to return to (CHARS))
(to go to the third page of (CHARS))
(to retrieve the &)
(to turn alpha lock back on)

(hold @ down for lower case)

(to unlock alpha and return to (CHARS))

(retrieve the question mark)

 

You should see the following on your screen:
 

 

HELLO MOTE

 

tComo estd usted?+

   
ENTER] serves as a carriage return.

You are not limited to a single screen of text. You can type in as much as

you want. When one “page”is full, the screen will automatically scroll and

the [@81=LolB8 will show you that more textis above the current line. For

example, press repeatedly until your line of Spanish text disappears.

Now type the translation, Hot are gou™, so that the screen lookslike this:

  

 

  HELLD WOTE

How are you?+#4
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You can have as many pages of text as you want in a single note (up to what

the memory of your HP 38G will allow); the menu label will appear as

GlLolL BT , or &Blai=%g8, depending if you are on

the first page,last page, or some page in between. Press and you
will see that HELLnow resides in your HOTE ZHTHLOIG:

          

 

MOTE CATALOG

=
  

 ENIT [MEK | [SEWDJRECM]|   
Editing a Note

To edit a note, highlight its name in the HOTE CZATHLOS and press
. You can use the directional arrow keys @8, §&3, @, and € to move

around the note. You can insert additional text wherever the flashing cursor

is located. will erase the character that the cursoris flashing on top of.

(CLEAR)will erase the entire note (you will be prompted to verify that you really

want to do this and given i3and L11g8 menu keys to respond with).

 

  

Deleting and Clearing Notes

To delete a saved note, highlight its name in the HUTE L“HTHLIZS and
press (DEL). To delete all the saved notes, press (CLEAR).

Sending and Receiving Notes

 

lets you send a highlighted note to another HP 38G or to a Disk

Drive. [iid3%'$i lets you receive a highlighted note from another HP 38G or
from a Disk Drive.
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NOTE) View

Every ApLet has(PLOT), (SYmMB), and views. In addition, you can include

a(NOTE) or (SKETCH]with an ApLet (either one of the built-in ApLets or one that

you save). To make a note, press (@vAR)). At the top of the screen

you will see the name of the current ApLet, followed by HIITE. Here you
can type a note exactly as you would in the (perhaps some

explanation of the equations or data contained in that ApLet). If you save

the ApLet with a name of your choosing, then this note remains “attached.”

To attach a note already saved in the to a current ApLet, do this:

 

Press for the current ApLet.
Press to bring up the menu of variables.
Toggle on HilH1].I

Select Mot epad, press B.
Select the name of the note you want and press gl.

    
  

a
0
~

 

This should “paste in” the contents of your note.

Similarly, if you would like to save a note that is attached to the currentApLet

as a note in your (NOTEPAD), then do this:

1. Press and name a {i[I%E note.
2. Press to bring up the menu of variables.

3. Toggle on [iix&to bring up the menu of current ApLet variables.

4. Toggle on Ef:18IEL

5. Select Mote, press B.
6. With MoteTewt highlighted, press B HEE.

   

This should “paste in” the contents of the ApLet to your new note in

(NOTEPAD).
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SKETCH) View

You can also make a picture or diagram for an ApLet. Press (i.e.
VATH)) to see a blank screen with a menu,B :
gHE lets you place a block of text anywhere you wish in your picture.

i (atoggle

1 (an alpha lock for typing convenience).

Type in your name and press [lA little box shows up on screen that

you can position with your directional arrows. When the box is you want the

text to appear, press Eli&8. This lets you put labels wherever you please.

    

  

  

Drawing Tools

 

j11i4:158 brings up drawing tools. Here’s what they do:

  

When you toggle on fultliE#l, your crosshairs turns into an “etch-a-sketch”

tool, leaving a trail of dark pixels behind as you move it around the screen.

When you toggle on Hutliggll, your crosshairs turns into a pixel “eraser.”

 

I Toggle off both EITHER B HEif you simply want to
move your crosshairs to a new position.

Press @Hl;138 and then move your crosshairs to a new position. When you

press [ltlE# you have a line segment drawn between the starting position

and the ending position. Press g4tkand then move your crosshairs to a

new position. When you press [lyou have a rectangular box drawn

with the starting position and the ending position as opposite corners. Press

185|188 and then move your crosshairs to a new position. When you press

&188 you have a circle drawn with the starting position at the center and

the ending position on the circumference.

 

  

  

  

For any of these drawing features, there is a [#:1.I18§ key available if you

change your mind in the middle of the process. And :ld%1H gives you a
“new page” if you need more than one screen for your picture.
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Storing a Graphic

When you are done with yourpicture, it will stay in the view of the

current ApLet. If you save the ApLet under a name of your choosing, the

picture stays attached to the saved ApLet. To change the picture in an

ApLet, butstill save the original, the keyin allows this. Press

and a menu box comes up with a list of your graphic variables, i1,
L, ..., G5, GH. Highlight 51 and press Bi[&8&. You are prompted to place
your crosshairs at one corner of the picture (or wherever you want). Press

i188 and you are prompted to place the crosshairs at a second (opposite)

corner. Press [land the picture (or the piece you have boxed in) is

safely stored away in that graphic variable.

    

  

Retrieving a Graphic and Saving Screen Captures

Now suppose you want to retrieve a saved graphic and “paste” it into the

view of the currentApLet. The procedure is similar to the procedure
for pasting notes:

Press for the current ApLet.
Press to bring up the menu of variables.

Toggle on Edil81H4.

Select LGirarhiic, pressB
Select the the graphic variable you want (for example: 1) and

press |

  

a
0
~

 

This pastes the contents of the graphic variable into your view.

Suppose you have graphed something in(PLOT) and you would like to save

it as a graphic. The HP 38G has a screen capture feature. If you press both

and down at the same time, the current screen is automatically

stored in GH. Then you can use the procedure outlined above to paste the

graphic into (SKETCH). Now you can add your own picture elements or text!
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arrow to line up
infrared beam\

10-prong

serial port

 

PLOT for graphs
SYMB for equations
NUM for tables
SETUP for settings
NOTE for text
SKETCH for picture

VIEWS for split-screen
and special windows

LIB for ApLets

Function

Parametric

Polar
Sequence set angle -mode and
s number display ~
olve

Statistics for calculations |

go to the
VAR is for HOME screen

variables —1
Echo last

MATH is for Answer
math and "Alpha”

program shift

commands

/Shift

CLEARall //_)
or Reset all /
DELETE entry or

1~ (@) (8)(ffi)(/)
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MATRIX 10"
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CANCEL 
OOO0OOCOOT—

menu keys
for labels

on screen

directional

arrowsfor

moving in
graphs, tables,
menus, and

the HOME screen

_—

math

functions,

operations,

constants,

and

symbols

use CHARSfor
special characters

use EEX for exponential notation 

Reset to Default

CANCEL
change or menu

LIST
MATRIX

for Catalog and Editor of Lists
for Catalog and Editor of Vectors and Matrices

NOTEPAD for Catalog and Editor of Notes
PROGRAM for Catalog and Editor of Programs
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